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ABSTRACT 

In mammalian heart, the processes of excitation-contraction (E-C) coupling and 

Ca-induced Ca release (CICR) depend on the amount of Ca stored in the sarcoplasmic 

reticulum (SR). Thus the mechanisms controlling the SR Ca load are of importance for 

our understanding of cardiac performance. It is proposed that the SR Ca release channels 

activated by luminal Ca provide an adjustable Ca leak pathway, through which the SR 

can self-regulate its load and maintain stable CICR. It is also proposed that the diastolic 

fluxes (i.e. Ca fluxes circulating between the sarcoplasmic reticulum and the cytosol in 

the interval between heart beats) play an important role in Ca regulation. It follows from 

this proposal that leak from the SR, not uptake into the SR, controls the SR load. 

With the help of the permeabilized myocyte model, we simulated the effects of 

changes in SR calcium content on the SR release, both with and without the luminal 

sensor mechanism during pharmacological interventions of thapsigargin. phosphorylation 

of phospholamban, tetracaine and caffeine. We then simulated the effects of diastolic 

fluxes and the luminal sensor mechanism during the tetracaine intervention on the Ca 

content using a whole-cell Ca dynamics model. Finally, the dominant SR regulatory 

mechanisms were investigated by carrying out parametric analysis using the 

permeabilized and the whole-cell myocyte model. 

Results indicate that the luminal sensor mechanism and the diastolic fluxes 

accelerate the dynamics of self-regulation during intervention. The presence of the 

luminal sensor mechanism functions to resist excursions in SR load. Therefore the 
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luminal sensor would be an advantageous control element from a teleological standpoint 

by providing additional stability to SR Ca dynamics. The flux mechanisms (sarcolemmal 

pump, forward SR pump, and leak) play dominant roles in SR regulation whereas the 

contribution due to the reverse pump mode of the SR CaATPase is negligible. 

These findings have implications for the treatment of cardiac diseases by 

suggesting potential protein targets for pharmacotherapies and gene therapies. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation for modeling Calcium dynamics in E-C coupling 

Cytosohc free calcium ion is a critical mediator of excitation-contraction coupling in 

cardiac cells. At the cellular level, the essence of a heartbeat is an elevation of 

myoplasmic free calcium concentration. Elevated Ca""̂  concentrations effect a transient 

displacement of contractile filaments, which lead to cell shortening. Subsequent reduction 

of Ca"^ permits relaxation of the myofilaments and cell re-lengthening (see Figure l.l). 

The calcium transients that underlie the heartbeat must occur and subside uniformly 

within each cell and relatively synchronously among cells. Normally, calcium release 

from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) is triggered by a sarcolemmal action potential. 

However, spontaneous calcium oscillations (S-CaOs) can occur in the absence of an 

action potential. S-CaO's are sometimes found in one or more localized regions of the 

myocyte. Localized increases in cytosohc calcium occurring asynchronously among cells 

are an early sign of abnormal cell Ca""̂  homeostasis. When local S-CaOs become 

sufficiently synchronized, they can summate to generate a diastolic aftercontraction. 

Thus, spontaneous oscillations distort the normal rhythmic activhy of the heart. 

Experimental results indicate that a single disorder among myocardial cells can produce a 

trio of symptoms of heart failure, namely, abnormal diastolic tonus, limited systolic 

function, and arrhythmia. This disorder is a spontaneous Ca "̂  oscillation that occurs 

locally within and synchronously among the cells constituting the myocardium. No other 



smgle mechsinism can straightforwardly produce all these abnormahties. Spontaneous Ca 

waves in cardiac myocytes have been implicated in pathologies such as arrhythmia. 
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Figure 1.1: Mechanisms ControUing Excitation-Contraction Coupling in 
Cardiac Myocytes 



aftercontractions, and depression of systolic and diastolic function (Stem et al., 1988, 

Takamatsu and Wier, 1990, Grouselle et al., 1991, Lakatta, 1992). This suggests that a 

common, early abnormality of heart failure may be the inability to maintain cell calcium 

within the narrow limits required for normal function (Lakatta, 1989, 1992). 

A number of possible subcellular mechanisms for the observed contractile 

dysfunction have been explored. These include abnormalities in contractile and 

cytoskeletal proteins, abnormalities in excitation-contraction coupling, abnormalities in 

cardiac metabolism and abnormalities in intracellular Câ "̂  transport and altered 

expression of genes encoding Ca^^ transport proteins in human failing heart. All these 

abnormalities in cardiac physiology are related to atypical handling of free Ca^^ mediator 

(some are causes and some are effects). 

Thus, understanding calcium regulation is essential to deal with a very serious 

clinical problem. Moreover, a better understanding of E-C coupling in cardiac myocytes 

will allow rational gene therapies to alleviate the disease. 

The mechanisms of initiation and propagation of spontaneous Ca release as well 

as their relationship to Ca release during normal excitation contraction coupling remain 

poorly understood. Because of the inherent nonlinear nature of calcium regulation, 

intuitive approaches are unreliable. Mathematical modeling thus is important in 

understanding these phenomena, and in investigating phenomena that are not accessible 

by experiment. Mathematical modeling can provide a unifying framework to explain a 

complex highly regulated system. Modeling can likewise provide direction to 

experimental work by posing testable hypotheses. 



1.2 Objective of the study 

In mammalian cardiac myocytes, contractile activation occurs in response to Ca^ 

influx from the extracellular space, triggering Ca induced Ca release (CICR) via Ca 

release channels located in the membrane of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) (Bers, 

1993; Stem and Lakatta, 1992). Cytosohc Ca and a number of cytoplasmic ligands like 

Mg, ATP, and calmodulin control activity of the Ca release channels of the cardiac SR, 

known as RyRs. So, the cytoplasmic side of the RyR is thought to carry the 

corresponding binding sites. Recently, it has been demonstrated that Ca at the luminal 

side of the channel can also influence the activity of the RyR. (Sitsapesan and Williams, 

1994; Lukyanenko et al., 1996, Gyorke and Gyorke, 1998). Consequently, distinct Ca 

binding sites on the luminal side of the channels has been proposed. 

SR Ca plays a pivotal role in a number of intracellular cell functions mediating as 

a signal transduction element to various intracellular proteins. The depletion of SR during 

cell depolarizations is the chief trigger for the cellular contractile mechanism during 

excitation contraction coupling. Consequently, factors that are responsible for controlling 

the SR Ca content are of interest. Recently, contentious views have been proposed 

regarding the controlling mechanisms of SR Ca content. On one hand, it has been said, 

that the dissipative losses through channel release or passive leaks have only minor 

influence in setting the SR Ca content, so that the controlling mechanism for SR Ca 

content becomes the SR Ca ATPase pump (Ginsberg et al., 1998, Shannon et al., 2000). 

Accordingly, to balance the Ca content of the SR, the reverse pump mode mechanism of 

SR CaATPase has been advocated (Shannon et al., 2000). Alternatively, O' Neill et al., 

(2000) have demonstrated leak as the chief mechanism controlling the SR leak based on 



experimental investigation using tetracaine, which acts as RyR channel blocker. 

Moreover, there is a discrepancy involving the quantitative measurement of steady state 

SR Ca flux, the resolution of which would help elucidate the controlling mechanism for 

SR Ca load. 

In this work, we describe the effects of the luminal trigger mechanism of SR Ca 

and resolve the controversy described above using mathematical model describing Ca 

dynamics in Cardiac myocytes. As a first step towards this work, a mathematical model 

has been postulated that describes the Ca dynamics in cardiac myocytes. The model 

assumes temporal terms to be dominant compared to diffusion terms. The model is 

developed using dominant calcium release and uptake terms across both the SL and SR 

membrane. 

The model is improved by adding the channel open probability dependence on the 

luminal Ca using a fast kinetic response of luminal binding sites with hill coefficient of 2. 

This enhanced model is then compared with the case without the luminal mechanism, to 

compare the resulting Ca dynamics. Also, in the whole-cell myocyte, we show, how the 

presence of diastolic fluxes (SR fluxes) affect the behavior of Ca dynamics in normal 

contraction-relaxation of a heart beat. 

Parametric analysis is then performed on the model, to determine the sensitivity 

of state variables: SR Ca with respect to various parameters. The sensitivity analysis then 

illustrates the relative importance of various parameters in setting the SR Ca load and 

helps to determine the dominant mechanism in setting the SR Ca load. 



1.3 Overview of the study 

1.3.1 What is a Model? 

A model is a set of mathematical equations, which represents the behavior of a 

process as closely as needed. For certain investigations, a simple model would suffice, 

but for detailed investigations on complex phenomena, a detailed model would be 

needed. A model can be based on first principles, i.e., a phenomenological model. 

Empirical relations based on experiments can also describe a model, or a black box 

model based on neural net models can be advocated. A phenomenological model has 

advantages of giving better insight and understanding of the process. 

In this work, Chapter 2 summarizes the literature review on previous efforts on 

mathematical modeling of Ca dynamics, the growing evidence of Ca luminal trigger and 

the determinants of SR Ca load. 

A basic discussion of ultrastmcture of cardiac myocyte and its physiology is 

presented in Chapter3. This information is then translated into a set of mathematical 

equations that describe the Ca dynamics in cardiac myocytes. The model is as detailed as 

necessary to be sufficient for investigations described later in the work. 

Chapter 4 describes the hypotheses of additional Ca sensitive binding sites on the 

luminal side of SR. This effect is captured in the mathematical modeling, by modifying 

the dependence of SR open channel probability on SR luminal Ca, in addition to the 

cytosohc Ca dependence. The results of simulations, with and without luminal trigger are 

compared. The effects of diastolic fluxes is also described in Chapter 4 in the whole-cell 

myocyte. 



Chapter 5 deals with current contentions regarding the dominant SR Ca regulation 

mechanisms. Sensitivity analysis on the steady state values of state variables has been 

performed to bring out the dominant control mechanisms. 

The conclusions and the recommendations for future course of work are presented 

in Chapter 6. 

As an aside to the main thmst of this work, the PSF (point spread function) of the 

Olympus Laser Microscope has been quantified. An algorithm has been developed that 

would compensate for the blurring of the experimental images obtained using these 

confocal microscopes. The veracity of the algorithm is proved by blurring a simulated Ca 

spark image, de-blurring it using the given algorithm and obtaining an identical original 

spark image. This work has been documented in Appendix A. 



CHAPTER 2 

LFFERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Ca dynamics Models 

There is extensive literature on mathematical models conceming Ca dynamics in 

the cell. The scope of these models can be spatially homogenous models of the whole 

cell, or include spatial dependence in sub-cellular domains. These can also be classified 

on the basis of the type of Ca channels involved: The following survey briefly touches 

upon these aspects of Ca modeling in myocytes. 

2.1.1 Classification on the basis of domain of cardiac myocyte investigated 

There are several models for cardiac action potential (APs) that may or may not 

include intracellular Ca handling (DiFrancesco and Noble, 1985; Luo and Rudy, 1994a, 

b; Nordin, 1993; Lindbald et al., 1996). The two most well-known are the Luo-Rudy 

Phase II ventricular cell model and the DiFrancesco-Noble Purkinje model. Di Franceso 

and Noble's work was based on the Frog's atrial cell. Because of the insignificance of SR 

in this cell, this model did not consider intracellular Ca handling processes and was 

restricted to L type channels (channels through which extra-cellular Calcium enters the 

myocyte). They considered detailed balance of ionic currents including Na, K and Ca. 

Detailed representation of the dependence of ionic currents on action potential was 

presented. Luo and Rudy extended the DiFrancesco model by improving the kinetic 

constants based on experimental results, to present better dynamics of L type current 

profile. They also included certain aspects of intracellular Ca handling. However, since 
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the main thmst was describing the APs, aspects like calcium induced calcium release 

were somewhat neglected in the work. They considered the bulk myoplasm, whereas 

Nordin (1993) and Lederer (1990) had considered subdomains within the myocyte. 

Langer and Peskoff in a series of articles (Peskoff et al., 1992, Langer and 

Peskoff, 1996, Peskoff and Langer, 1998) concentrated their modeling efforts in a 

restricted region between lateral cistern of sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) and the inner 

sarcolemmal (SL) membrane in cardiac cells, called the diadic cleft. In 1992, they 

considered nonlinear reaction diffusion equation governing the diffusion and binding of 

Ca in the cleft subsequent to its release from the SR, and considered Ca dynamics in cleft 

region. Efforts were concentrated on this restricted region and the broad effects of CICR, 

SR Ca release etc. were neglected. They pointed out the importance of anionic binding 

sites on the L type channels to describe appropriate dynamics. In 1996, they extended this 

model to include the effects of Na/Ca exchanger and its reverse mode on the dynamics. 

Finally, in 1998 they extended this model to include the dynamics of the Ca across an 

entire sarcomere. 

Recently, it was discovered (Gyorke and Fill, 1993) that the steady state open 

channel probability of RyR channels falls from the peak open probabihty. This 

phenomenon is known as adaptation. A subsequent increase in cytosohc calcium, 

produced subsequent temporal behavior of channel open state. This phenomenon is 

known as graded release. To account for these findings, several gating schemes based on 

individual binding states of RyR channels has been proposed. Tang and Othmer (1994) 

adopted the biochemical model for the channel dynamics by Fabiato (1992). In the model 

there are two regulatory cytosohc Ca binding sites, one positive and the other negative. 



Cytosohc Ca binds to these sites independentiy. The binding to the positive side is much 

faster than binding to the negative side. Keizer and Levine (1996) considered a 4-state 

model of RyR channels: two closed and two open states. The states were considered to be 

that of the entire RyR rather than the individual subunits of RyRs. It was shown that 

CICR and adaptation produces oscillations in open cells. Zahradnikova and Zahradnik 

(1996), also considered the modal (having different subparts) analysis of RyR to 

reproduce experimental results. Cheng et al. (1995) described a detailed model involving 

binding to both excitatory and inhibitory states. The model included cooperativity among 

the various subunits of RyR channel to explain the phenomenon of adaptation. 

Whole cell models describe the Ca dynamics with a global scope within the 

myocyte. As, expected since the parts form the whole, global models are constmcted 

from detailed compartmental models with certain simplifying assumptions to create 

solvable models. Tang and Othmer, (1994) described the whole cell model in which the 

electrical aspects were ignored. The membrane depolarization was simply modeled by 

stepwise Ca entry model. Perhaps, the most detailed cardiac Ca model to date was created 

by Jafri et al. (1998). They adopted the modehng for APs from Luo and Rudy (1994b), 

gating mechanism from Keizer and Levine (1996), and incorporated additional 

mechanism of L-type channel inactivation by increased cellular Ca together with voltage 

dependent inactivation. They also considered junctional SR region, where release 

channels are concentrated. Buffering effects by troponin and fast buffering approximation 

(Wagner and Keizer, 1994), which means that the buffer and the Câ "̂  is in equilibrium at 

all times, was made in both SR and cytosol. Recently Snyder et al. (2000) also developed 
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a whole-cell model ignoring the Ca dynamics across the Sarcolemma and providing for 

fuzzy space between the SR and T-tubules. 

2,1,2 Classification based on the type of channels studied 

De Young and Keizer (1992) first proposed a mathematical model based on the 

dynamics of IP3R, In this model, it is proposed that the IP3RS are regulated by cytosohc 

Ca both positively and negatively, similar to model proposed by Fabiato (1992), In 

addition, there is an additional IPs regulatory site that up-regulates the channel 

conductivity upon IP3 binding. The binding of different regulatory factors (Ca and IP3) to 

the channel is assumed to be state dependent. Othmer and Tang (1993) later proposed a 

model with simple channel kinetics, in which the binding of regulatory factors is assumed 

sequential. RyR and IP3R have similar stmcture and hence the effort to adapt the IP3R 

channel kinetics to RyR channels kinetics. A mathematical model of CICR in cardiac 

cells, that did not use the channel kinetics proposed by Fabiato (1992) was developed by 

Wong et al, (1992), These authors used Hodgkin-Huxley type of channel kinetics with 

gating mechanisms determined by cytoplasmic Ca, The RyR channel kinetics involved 

the faster activation and slow inhibition through the gating event. The model consisted of 

many compartments. 

There are other models, that are not primarily designed for modeling CICR but 

they include CICR as an ingredient; such models include the collection of models 

proposed by Harrison et al. (1992), Dupont et al. (1991), Goldbeter et al. (1990). The 

modeling of the channel kinetics in all these models is of the quasi-steady Michaelis-

Menton type. The model does not account for the negative effect of high Ca 
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concentrations on the Ca release. It does not incorporate the different time course of 

channel kinetics in response to cytoplasmic Ca changes. These models included both 

types of channels. 

2.2 Luminal trigger mechanism on RvRs 

Experiments on intact cells indicate (Verkhratsky and Toescu, 1998) that the 

RyRs are also stimulated by luminal Câ "̂  (Berridge et al.. 1996). For example, the 

caffeine-sensitive Ca stores in sympathetic ganglion neurons (Lipscombe et al,, 1988) 

responded differently to membrane depolarization, depending on their state of filling. 

When the stores were full, they amplified Ca signals due to CICR, but they blunted such 

responses if they were empty. In cardiac muscle, the efficacy of the inward Ca current in 

triggering Ca release depended on the Ca content within the SR (Bassani et al., 1995). 

These examples provide indirect evidence for a control of the RyR by the Ca content of 

the store. 

Vesicle Ca flux studies provided more direct evidence for a control of the 

skeletal-muscle RyR by luminal Ca, An increase in SR Ca shifted the Ca activation curve 

to lower cytosohc Ca concentrations (Meissner et al,. 1986), Heavy SR vesicles from 

skeletal muscle only exhibited CICR after reaching a threshold level of Ca loading 

(Nelson & Nelson, 1990). The expression of both activatory and inhibitory effects of 

ryanodine upon SR Ca release depended on the degree of luminal Ca loading (Gilchrist et 

al., 1992). 

Single channel measurements on skeletal RyRs incorporated in planar lipid 

bilayers revealed that luminal Ca can have both stimulatory and inhibitory effects. 
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Millimolar luminal Ca was needed for maximal activation of the channel by ATP 

(Sitsapesan & Williams, 1995 a). Tripathy and Meissner (1996) observed that an increase 

in luminal to cytosohc Ca fluxes increased the ATP-activated channel activity. Channel 

activity was maximal at an estimated Ca flux of 1.25 pA and decreased at higher Ca 

fluxes. Herrmann-Frank and Lehmann-Hom (1996) observed a similar Ca dependent 

effect. Ma et al. (1988) and Fill et al. (1990) also observed an inhibition of the channel in 

the presence of millimolar luminal Ca. 

Luminal Ca also activated the cardiac RyRs (Sitsapesan & Wilhams, 1994; 

Lukyanenko et al., 1996), especially at low levels of cytosohc Ca. The effect of luminal 

Ca depended on the mechanism of cytosohc activation of the channel. Luminal Ca did 

not exert any regulatory effects on channel gating in the absence of cytoplasmic ATP. On 

the other hand, channels activated by ATP and Ca showed clear increase in open 

probability and open time of RyR channels with increase in SR Ca (Lukyanenko et al., 

1996). These findings indicate that the role of luminal Ca may involve complex allosteric 

interactions between cytosohc ATP-binding sites and Ca-binding sites on both sides of 

the channel. 

The exact mechanism of potentiation of channel activity by luminal Ca is not 

known. (Gyorke and Gyorke, 1998). One possibility is that the effects of luminal Ca are 

due to Ca passing through the open channel and acting at the cytoplasmic activation site, 

as has been suggested for the skeletal RyR channels (Tripathy and Meissner, 1996; 

Herrman-Frank and Lehmann-Hom, 1996), Alternatively, the effects of luminal Ca could 

involve a distinct Ca binding sites on the luminal side of the channel or an indirect effect 

on channel activation through associated luminal proteins. This possibility is consistent 
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with observations that luminal Ca activated only channels affected by allosteric 

modulators such as sulmazole and ATP (Sitsapesan and Williams, 1994; Lukyanenko et 

al., 1996). This effect was conclusively proven by Gyorke and Gyorke (1998). 

2.3 Factors controlling SR Ca load 

Bassani and Bers (Bassani and Bers, 1995) carried out experimental investigation 

on the magnitude of SR release flux in cardiac myocytes of rabbit and rat. Their estimates 

were around 0.3 pM /sec and very low compared to the dominant Ca transport processes 

in the myocyte viz, transport by SR Ca ATPase. 

Ginsberg et al. (1998) went one step further and investigated the release flux 

magnitude when the cell was perturbed by pharmacological agents: thapsigargin, which 

inactivates the SR Ca ATPase and isoproterenol, which activates the SR Ca ATPase. The 

release flux magnitude was monitored by two independent pathways: One by draining the 

SR using caffeine and measuring the resulting Na/Ca exchanger current out of the cell 

and other by monitoring the fluorescence level of Indo-1 in the cytosol. It was shown that 

perturbations of SR pump by pharmacological agents do not have concomitant effects on 

SR Ca load. They attributed the phenomenon to low SR Ca leak, and that the cell's 

operation is near its thermodynamic limit of SR Ca/ cytosohc Ca. They then postulated 

the mechanism of Reverse pump mode of SR Ca ATPase to maintain Ca balance in the 

cell. 

Shannon et al. (2000) extended the previous idea of reverse mode of SR pump 

and showed its indispensability in comprehensive understanding of dynamic SR calcium 

fluxes. They then determined the parameters that characterize the reverse and forward 
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pump mode of SR pump. All these results indicate that the goveming factor controlling 

the SR load is SR Ca pump. 

Recently, O'Neill et al, (2000) have shown that the leak and not uptake controls 

the SR Ca content. Their conclusions were based on experimental studies using 

tetracaine. There was a significant increase in SR load with tetracaine application, 

disproving the hypothesis that the cell operates near its thermodynamic limit and showing 

that leak controls the SR load. 

It has been shown (our estimate in Appendix B, Snyder et al., 2000) that there is 

considerable discrepancy in the exact quantification of SR release flux magnitude, an 

important quantity in deciding the controlling factor of SR load. 

Recent investigations have shown evidence for Ca mediated cross talk between 

SERCAl and RyR's (Gilchrist et al., 2000; Ikemoto, 2000) showing the two mechanisms 

as a coupled system. So, it is seen that further investigations into the mechanism that 

controls the SR load need to be done to conclusively prove one hypothesis or the other. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ULTRASTRUCTURE, PHYSIOLOGY AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 Basic Ultrastmcture of the Cardiac Mvocvte 

Numerous cellular stmctures are involved with the process of excitation-

contraction coupling (E-C coupling) in cardiac muscle cells (Bers, 1993). Figure 3.1 is 

the schematic drawing of mammalian ventricular muscle from a classical ultrastmctural 

study by Fawcett and McNutt (1969) and Peachey (1965). Cardiac myocytes are typically 

less than 20 pm thick and about 100 pm in length. Various stmctures of heart cells are 

described below. 

3,1.1 Sarcolemma and Transverse Tubules 

Sarcolemma is the term commonly used for the 75 to 90 Angstroms "unit" plasma 

membrane (Langer and Brady, 1974) which encloses the cardiac muscle cell. One of the 

primary functions of a plasma membrane is to act as a selective barrier to the free flow of 

low-molecular-weight substances and ions such as sodium, potassium and calcium. 

Transsarcolemmal transport of ions is regulated via voltage gated ionic channels, the 

ATP-driven pumps, or the ion exchangers. 

At many sites on the surface of cardiac muscle cells the sarcolemma is deeply 

invaginated in the form of long slender tubules collectively called the transverse tubules 

or T-tubules. In mammalian cardiac muscle, the T-tubules are generally associated with 

the Z-bands. Marker studies indicate that the T-tubules are not composed of tubules with 
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Figure 3,1 Schematic diagram of T-tubules and SR associated with 
the myofilaments in mammalian cardiac muscle (From Bers, 1993) 
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an exclusive transverse orientation but that numerous longitudinal connections exist 

between successive T-tubules along the length of the cell. 

The E-C coupling sites where the Sarcoplasmic Reticulum (SR) comes in close 

contact with the sarcolemma are predominantly in the T-tubules (Page & Surdyk-Droske, 

1979). The space where the terminal cistemae of SR and the T-Tubules or sarcolemma 

comes in close apposition is known as diadic cleft. It is normally considered a square slab 

400 nm on a side and of thickness 10 nm. Ca dynamics in the cleft is responsible for 

regenerative Ca release from SR Ca channels, a key mediator in muscle contraction. 

Another specialization of the sarcolemma is the region where cells are closely 

apposed end to end and known as the intercalated disk (Bers, 1993). The intercalated 

disks serve three functions (Alberts et. al., 1989): (1) They attach one cell to the next by 

mean of desmosomes (2) They connect the thin filaments of the myofibrils of adjacent 

cells and (3) they contain gap junctions which allow an action potential to spread rapidly 

from one cell to next, synchronizing the contraction of the heart muscle cells. 

3.1.2 Sarcoplasmic Reticulum (SR) 

The SR is an entirely intracellular, membrane-bounded compartment which is not 

continuous with sarcolemma (Bers, 1993). The main function of this organelle in muscle 

appears to be sequestration and release of Ca to the myoplasm. Except for the junctions 

between the SR and sarcolemma, the SR membrane appears to be a fairly homogenous 

network stmcture intertwining the myofilaments, and contains mainly the SR Ca-ATPase 

pump protein which is manifest as intramembrane particles ~8nm in diameter and 3000-
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5000/ pm of SR membrane (Franzini-Armstrong, 1975). Thus, the vast majority of the 

SR surface is likely to function primarily to remove Ca from the cytoplasm. 

The junctions of SR with sarcolemma (surface or T-tubule, Figure 3.1) are highly 

specialized and feature bridging stmctures or spanning proteins called "feet" by Franzini-

Armstrong (1970). These feet stmcture are identified as the Ca-release channel of the SR. 

The channels are also called RyRs (Ryanodine receptors) due to their sensitivity to 

Ryanodine. These feet are organized in a distinct pattern on the SR underneath the T-

tubular membrane and are matched by an organized array of particles in the T-tubule, 

which is the sarcolemmal Ca channel protein, dihydropyridine receptor (DHPR). 

The interior of the SR contains a low affinity, high capacity Ca binding protein, 

calsequestrin, especially in SR derived from the terminal cistemae. This protein acts as 

the buffer for Ca in the SR. 

3.1.3 Mitochondria 

About 35% of mammalian muscle cell is occupied by mitochondria. The 

mitochondria are the site of oxidative phosphorylation and tricarboxylic acid cycle. The 

large mitochondrial volume in mammalian ventricle bespeaks the high demands on this 

organelle for energy supplied by aerobic metabolism (Sommer & Johnson, 1979). 

Cardiac mitochondria are usually cylindrical, although often flattened by the tight 

packing within the cells. A layer of mitochondria is often found just under the plasma 

membrane and also between adjacent myofibrils. As mitochondria are squeezed in 

everywhere in cardiac cells, it is not possible to assign any specific significance to the 

mitochondria distribution within the cell. 
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3.1.4 Mvofilaments 

The contractile machinery, the myofilaments, occupy about half of the cell 

volume in mammalian ventricular myocardium, (Bers, 1993). The myofilaments are 

composed of the thick and thin filaments called myocin and actin respectively as well as 

associated contractile and cytoskeletal components. The myofilaments mn in bundles or 

fibrils. 

Myofilaments represent the end effector responsible for transducing chemical 

energy into mechanical energy and work. The sarcomere is the fundamental contractile 

unit in striated muscle and is bounded by the Z- line (Figure 3,2), The Z-lines are the 

anchor points where intermediate filaments of the cytoskeleton are connected to actin 

filaments. From Z-line, the thin filament project ~ 1pm from each end toward the center 

of the sarcomere. The thick filaments are 1.6pm long and centered on the M-line where 

thick filaments are connected to each other in a hexagonal array by radial crosslinks. 

3,2 Mechanism of Excitation-Contraction (E-C) coupling in Cardiac Myocytes 

The cycle of events that lead to periodic contraction and relaxation of cardiac 

myocytes is known as Excitation-Contraction (E-C) coupling. The cycle, shown in Figure 

3.3 depends critically on the Ca cycle in the cell and involves the following steps. 
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Figure 3,2. Organization of sarcomere. The thin filaments meet at the Z-
lines and the center of the thick filaments is known as the M-line. The I-
band is the area where there are only thin filaments and the A-band is the 
length of the thick filaments. The region of the thick filament where there 

is no overlap with thin filaments is the H-band (Bers, 1993) 
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Figure 3.3 General scheme of Ca cycle in a cardiac myocyte, Ca can enter via Ca 
channels, Ca current also controls the SR release by the SR Ca release channel/ 

ryanodine receptor/ foot protein, Ca is removed from the myofilaments (MF) and 
cytoplasm by the SR Ca-ATPase pump and the sarcolemmal Ca-ATPase pump 

and Na/Ca exchange (Bers, 1993) 
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3,2,1 Ca Influx via sarcolemmal Ca channels 

Three types of voltage dependent Ca channels are classified characterized on the 

basis of their conductance and mean open times. These are: L-type, characterized by 

large conductance time and long open times; T-type channels characterized by tiny 

conductance and transient openings and N-type channels which are intermediate in 

conductance and openings and prominently present in Neurons, Cardiac muscle contains 

both L and T type channels, but due to large conductance and open times, L-type 

channels dominate the Ca entry pathway into the myocyte through voltage-gated 

channels. Most of the L-type channels are present in T-tubules, L-type channels are also 

called DHPRs because of their characteristic sensitivity to DHPs (Dihydropyridines) like 

nifedipine, nisoldipine etc. 

Periodic depolarization of the surface membrane through periodic external 

electrical impulses causes Ca entry into the cytoplasm from the extracellular space 

through membrane potential (Em) dependent activation of L-type channels. The 

subsequent balance of ionic fluxes across the sarcolemma controls the magnitude of Em. 

These fluxes can occur through voltage gated channels like Na"̂ , K"̂  channels or through 

Na-Ca or Na-K exchangers. Of these ions, K^ is the most abundant in the extracellular 

space and is primarily the most significant effector of Em-

The Ca entry into the cytoplasm is subsequentiy reduced through time-dependent 

inactivation of L-type channels depending on both Em and cytoplasmic Ca, Coc. The close 

proximity of DHPRs and the terminal cistemae of SR might be the teleological reason for 

the Calcium induced Calcium release in the next step. 
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3,2,2 Calcium release from Sarcoplasmic Reticulum (SR) 

There are three mechanisms by which SR Ca is released with focus on the muscle 

types in which they are most prominent. These are depolarization induced Ca release in 

skeletal muscle, Ca-induced Ca-release (CICR) in cardiac muscle and Ins(l,4,5)P3-

induced Ca release in smooth muscle. 

The phenomenon of a small elevation of cytoplasmic Ca leading to a much larger 

Ca release from the SR is known as CICR. CICR from the SR was first proposed by Endo 

et al. (1970) in skinned skeletal muscle fibres. Fabiato (1992), in a series of experiments 

characterized CICR in skinned cardiac myocytes. Since CICR implies a positive 

feedback, one might suppose that Ca release would proceed to completion. However, a 

characteristic feature of CICR is that the amount of Ca released is graded with amount of 

trigger Ca, so that at higher Ca, the CICR is inhibited or inactivated. In the context of 

intact myocytes, the close proximity of L-type channel to SR release channels supports 

the idea that Ca entry via voltage activated calcium channels, ica has ready access to the 

activation of SR Ca release channels and hence the phenomenon of CICR, 

The combination of Ca released from SR through CICR and Ca entry through ica 

is responsible for the contraction-relaxation mechanism of myofilaments described next. 

3,2,3 Contraction mechanism of Mvofilaments 

The binding of myosin ATPase and actin in its associated ATP cycle is 

responsible for transduction of chemical energy into mechanical energy of force (Alberts 

et al,, 1989). Myofibrils are intimately intertwined by protein complexes: tropomyosin 

and troponin. Troponin consists of three subunits Troponin C (TnC, or the calcium 
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binding subunit). Troponin I (Tnl, or the actin binding subunh) and Troponin T (TnT, or 

the tropomyosin binding subunit). 

The rise in cytoplasmic Ca, Cac is the event that activates the myofilaments. At 

rest when is Cac low, the Ca-specific sites of TnC are unoccupied. In this condition the 

interaction between Tnl and TnC at critical region of the Tnl appears to interact more 

strongly with actin. This favors the troponin-tropomyosin complex illustrated in bottom 

of Figure 3.4 where the troponin-tropomyosin complex is shifted peripherally and more 

out of the axial groove of the actin filament. When Cac rises, Ca binds to the Ca specific 

site of TnC, This strengthens the specific interaction of TnC with Tnl and effectively 

destabilizes the interaction of Tnl with actin. This favors the more axial location of the 

troponin-tropomyosin complex and removes the steric hinderance to myosin interaction 

with actin and consequently allows force production and/or shortening. Each completion 

of ATP cycle interaction of myosin and actin results in further intmsion of myosin into 

actin and hence results in contraction. 

The Ca from the cytoplasm is being continuosly removed by competiting 

mechanisms. This eventually leads to shortage of Ca in the myoplasm and the Ca 

associated with TnC is released, eventually leading to the resting state of the cardiac 

muscle. These competiting mechanisms are described next. 
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3.2.4 Ca uptake mechanism from cytoplasm 

Three mechanisms are quantitatively involved in removal of Ca from the 

cytoplasm: 1) the SR-CaATPase pump, 2) the sarcolemmal ATPase Ca-pump (SL pump) 

and 3) Na/Ca exchange (Bers, 1993). 

TnC 

Figure 3.4 Ca dependent regulation of acto-myocin interaction in cardiac muscle by 
troponin and tropomyocin (Bers, 1993) 

V, 

SR Ca-Pump 

Figure 3.5 Simplified transport scheme for the SR Ca-pump (Bers, 1993) 
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These removal processes are responsible for extmsion of Ca from the cytoplasm. These 

events are finally responsible for completing the excitation-contraction coupling cycle, so 

that cardiac myocyte then waits for the next electrical impulse to initiate the contraction-

relaxation cycle. 

3.2.4.1 SRCapump 

The transport reaction of Ca into the SR starts with two Ca ions and one ATP 

molecule binding to high affinity binding sites on the cytoplasmic side of the pump. The 

terminal phosphate of ATP is then transferred to aspartate-351 on the Ca-pump and the 

Ca ions are then "occluded" (i,e, cannot go back to cytoplasmic side). This 

phoshphorylation results in lower Ca affinity and the Ca is transferred to the lumen of the 

SR via the channel (Figure 3.5). Two Ca ions are transported by the Ca-pump for each 

ATP molecule consumed in cardiac SR. (Tada et al., 1982). 

3.2,4.2 Sarcolemmal Ca pump 

About one to two Ca ion seems to be transported per ATP hydrolyzed and Ca 

extmsion by this pump appears coupled to proton influx (lCa:lH, Kuyayama, 1988). The 

SL pump can have high affinity for Ca, and is important in slow longer term extmsion of 

Ca by the cell. 

3,2,4,3 Na/Ca Exchanger 

It is suggested that Na and Ca compete for an anionic site (R ") on the cell 

membrane, (Luttgau & Niedergerke, 1958) Ca influx or efflux from the cell might occur 
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based on differing concentrations of basal Ca/Na concentrations. Ca influx may occur 

under conditions of high Na ions in c\toplasm which are not physiological. Thus, during 

a cardiac cycle Na/Ca exchanger primarily functions as Ca extmder. The ratio of Na/Ca 

exchange via these channels is 3:1, 

The Na/Ca exchanger is a strong mechanism and may account for as much as 20-

30% of Ca removal process from cytoplasm during removal. It may provide direct 

competition to the more powerful SR CaATPase pump. 

In addition to these three mechanisms, mitochondria could also be a chief player 

in Ca transport in the myocardium as it is a large storehouse of Ca, Indeed, large Ca 

fluxes within the mitochondria play a dominant role in its functioning. However, it has 

been demonstrated by Bers and Bridge (1989) that the mitochondria are unlikely to 

compete against the more powerful Na/Ca exchanger and SR pumps and does not 

contribute quantitatively to cardiac cycle. 

These four steps described above are involved in the excitation-contraction 

coupling responsible for the periodic beating of cardiac muscle. 

3,3 Development of Ca-dvnamies Model 

The primary consideration in this work is to compare the effects of luminal trigger 

mechanism with case without the luminal trigger, see the effects of diastohc fluxes and to 

carry out parametric analysis on Ca sensitivity to parameters on the model. The calcium 

dynamics model is chosen with these in mind. Some of the parameters of the model are 

set by experimental considerations and will be shown later in the work as to how they 
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were obtained. This model is modified as and when necessary to adapt to the specifics of 

the tasks involved in this work. 

3,3.1 A brief overview 

In this work, the model was primarily adopted from the model by Tang and 

Othmer (1994), The modeling of Ca dynamics was concentrated in myocytes. The 

membrane depolarization is modeled simply as stepwise Ca entry, A schematic diagram 

of the components involved in the model is shown in Figure 3,6. In the sarcolemma, there 

are Ca channels that are responsible for Ca entry into the cytosol upon depolarization. 

The Ca-ATPase and Na/Ca exchanger are primarily responsible for pumping Ca out of 

the cytoplasm against the Ca electrochemical gradient across the membrane. In this 

model, the effect of Ca ATPase and the Na/Ca exchanger is combined into a single term 

using Ca pump kinetics. Ca enters the cytosol from the SR \'ia RyR and is pumped back 

into the SR by a Ca pump located on the SR membrane. In addition, there is leakage of 

Ca both from the extracellular medium and from the SR into the cytosol. 

3.3.2 RyR Regulation on SR membrane 

The essential component of Ca dynamics in the model is the kinetics of RyR in 

the SR membrane. RyR exists as a tetramer of four identical subunits, resembling a four-

leaf clover in appearance. In CICR (Fabiato, 1985), Ca release is triggered by a rapid 

increase of Ca at the outer surface of the SR of a previously quiescent ceU under 

physiological conditions. Increasing the stimulatory Ca trigger increases the Ca released 

up to a maximal level. A higher stimulator)' Ca is called super-optimum, and such stimuli 
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actually inhibit CICR. The channel dynamics of activation and inactivation in response to 

Ca stimuli appear to be both time and Ca dependent. The time dependent aspect of 

channel dynamics stems from the fact that they adapt to Ca stimuli (Gyorke and Fill, 

1993), By averaging the channel dynamics of several dozen individual channels, they 

found RyRs adapted to a maintained Ca stimulus while retaining their ability to respond 

to a second Ca stimulus. The adaptation is not complete and increases as Ca reaches pM 

ranges. 

> leakage 

Ca 

Figure 3,6 Schematic diagram of Ca regulation in cardiac myocytes according to the Ca 
dynamics model (Tang & Othmer, 1994) 
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Figure 3,7 The model of RyR channel kinetics. Activating Ca binding site 
represented by •, the inactivating site by O, 0=open, C= closed, R=Refractory, 

A=activatable, The letter n before Ca or in subscript after Ca corresponds to the 
cooperative binding of several Ca ions (Tang and Othmer, 1994). 

Based on these considerations, Fabiato (1992) came up with a biochemical model 

for the channel dynamics shown in Figure 3.7. In the model there are two regulatory Ca 

binding sites on the cytoplasmic side of the channel. One is positively regulatory and the 

other negatively regulatory, Ca binding to the positive side is fast but has lower affinity, 

whereas binding of Ca to the negative site is slower, but has a higher affinity. The 

channel can exist in four states: the bare receptor (activatable), the receptor with Ca in 

only the positive site (open), the receptor with Ca in both positive and negative sites 

(closed), and the receptor with Ca on the negative site only. The last state represents a 

refractory state in which the channel is not responsive to stimuli. The initial response to a 

Ca stimulus is the binding of Ca to the positive site and opening of the channel. 

Subsequently, Ca will bind to the negative site, and this step has higher affinity than the 

previous one. The majority of channels opened will be closed after an initial period due to 

this high-affinity Ca binding at the negative site. Hence some channels that are opened by 
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the initial stimulus will be closed by the same stimulus after a delay. This process gives 

rise to channel adaptation in the presence of constant Ca stimuli. 

3,3,3 The Model equations 

3,3.3.1 CICR Model 

The model based on independent Ca binding to the two regulatory sites on the 

ryanodine receptor is proposed. The state transition diagram is as follows: 

It 

4- ^^~~ RC~ i=* RC^C 

R stands for the bare ryanodine receptor, C denotes cytosohc Ca, and C"^(C') denotes the 

Ca bound to the positive (negative) regulatory site, RC"̂  is the open state and RC"^C' is the 

closed state. The binding is independent in the sense that Ca binds to the positive or to the 

negative site with the same kinetic constants, irrespective of the state of the channel. So, 

the three differential equations for channel kinetics are: 

dx^ 

dt 
= /_,JC2+/_2(l-X^<)~(^l+^2)-^1^4 

/•=1 

(3.1) 

dx2 

dt 
— It Xy ~'~^_2"^3 'V^l "̂ 1 2 2 / 4 (3.2) 

dx^ 

dt 

3 A 

= - ( /_2 + / _ i ) ^ 3 + / 2 X 2 + / , ( l - ^ J f , . ) 

/•=1 

(3.3) 
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where, X] = [R]/[R]T, X2 = [RC^]/[R]T, XS = [RC^C]/[R]T, and [R]T denotes the total 

concentration of the ryanodine receptors. X4=[Cai] denotes the Ca concentration in the 

cytoplasm. Ij and I2 are the binding rates and /_; and l_2 are the dissociation rates. 

The flux due to the ATP-dependent pump that pumps cytosohc Ca back into the 

SR follows Hill function kinetics, and is given by 

V x' 
'^p,SR j^2 , 2 ^^'^^ 

^ SR "T" -^4 

where VSR and KSR are maximal capacity and calcium concentration at half maximal 

activation of SR pump, respectively. 

This equation can be derived by assuming instantaneous binding of Ca ions to the 

ATP in the SR pump. Similarly, the pump on the sarcolemmal membrane that pumps 

cytosohc Ca into the extracellular medium produces the flux 

V x^ 
J ^ V 5̂L 4̂ .35X 

^ SL + ^ 4 

where VSL and KSL are maximal pump capacity and pump half maximal concentration, 

respectively. 

The Ca flux from the SR to the cytoplasm is proportional to the concentration of 

the channels that are in the open state. The driving force for the flux is the Ca 

concentration gradient across the SR membrane. The channel mediated release is 

J^^ = chxj (X5 - x^) (3.6) 

where ch is the aggregate channel conductance, and X5 is the SR Ca concentration. 

There are also leaks of Ca from the extracellular medium and the SR into cytoplasm. 

Since, the electrical aspects are not considered, the leakage rate is proportional to the 

concentration differences between the different compartments, i.e., 
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Il,SR = . ? l ( - ^ 5 - - ^ 4 ) (3-7) 

J,,n,=82iCo-x,) (3,8) 

where Co stands for extracellular Ca concentration and g] and g2 are the leakage 

coefficients. 

The mass balance on Ca in the cytoplasm and SR gives the additional equations 

for Ca dynamics in cardiac myocytes. These equations are: 

^ 5 / f ^ 4 dx, , . ,„ . V.,x' ( - "^ ̂  
-Tr = ^r-8xix,-x,)^g2{Co-x^)- J^ \+v^ 
dt Kl^xl 

C'Ai•^-^ V ^ c ^A/ 2 V - 5 - 4 / 2 2 
\^ •"• 5/? "•" ^^4 y 

+ /(0 

(3.9) 

^^-g^{x,-x,)^-^^^^^-ch{x,-x,) (3.10) 

where v̂  is the ratio of SR volume to cytoplasmic volume, and J{t) is the Ca influx. 

Thus, the Equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.9 and 3.10 represent the differential equations 

goveming the basic dynamics of Ca in the cardiac myocyte. The model assumes spatially 

uniform distribution of various components involved and thus diffusion of Ca is ignored. 

This is the basic model and is subsequently modified to account for specific 

features of Ca dynamics in the myocyte, e.g., in the permeabilized myocyte, while 

considering the luminal sensor mechanism, reverse mode of operation of SR pump or the 

systolic and diastolic Ca cycling. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EFFECTS OF LUMINAL SENSOR MECHANISM 

AND DL\STOLIC FLUXES 

4.1 Introduction 

Numerous evidences, as cited in the literature review, indicates that the open 

channel probability of RyRs is influenced critically by the SR luminal content. SR 

luminal Ca may affect the open channel probability by binding on the luminal side of the 

channel domain or may affect the dependence of channel activation on cytosohc Ca 

(Gyorke and Gyorke, 1998). In this chapter, the luminal dependence of open channel 

probability is incorporated as a hill coefficient function from the study of Gyorke and 

Gyorke (1998) and compared with the case without the luminal sensor. The effects are 

compared for both the permeabilized and the whole cell. It is shown, that the identical 

effects of the luminal mechanism can be reproduced by incorporating the gating 

parameter dependence on luminal Ca into the permeabilized myocyte model, thus 

mimicking the possibility of luminal Ca influence on the RyR dependence on cytosohc 

Ca. 

Recently, contentious views have been put forward regarding the role of diastolic 

fluxes in the Ca regulation of the heart. Eisner et al. (1998) completely disregard the 

importance of diastolic fluxes and advocate the systolic model of Ca regulation in heart. 

Also, there has been conflict of opinion regarding the quantitative magnitude of release 

flux, Bassani and Bers (1995) report a measure of 0.3 }iM/sec based on cytosohc volume. 

Our results (Appendix B) based on flux calculation from confocal spark images indicate a 
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value of around 5fiM/sec, Recently, Snyder et al. (2000) also reported a flux of 20pM/sec 

with their mathematical model in congmence with the estimate of Wier et al. (1994), The 

presence of such high diastolic fluxes precludes its exclusion from consideration as an 

important source of Ca regulation. In this chapter, we describe the effects of both the 

luminal sensor and diastolic fluxes on the Ca regulation in the heart cell. 

4.2 Effects on Permeabilized Myocyte 

The effects of luminal sensor on permeabilized mycocytes are best described by its 

influence during pharmacological interventions. These pharmacological dmgs/interventions 

are: 

Tetracaine: Tetracaine is a dmg that tends to block the RyR channels and makes them 

less sensitive to cytosohc Ca. 

Caffeine: Caffeine is responsible for potentiating the RyR channel openings by 

modifying the dependence of RyR openings on cytosohc Ca. 

Thapsigargin: Thapsigargin is responsible for blocking the Ca intake into the SR 

through SR pumps. 

Phosphorylation of Phospholamban: This technique is responsible for increasing the 

Ca intake into the SR through the SR pump. 

These pharmacological interventions are important experimental techniques in 

ascertaining the effects on Ca regulation in cardiac myocyte and provide valuable insights 

into innate cellular physiology. 
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4.2.1 Model 

To simulate the effects of pharmacological agents on the permeabilized myocyte, 

a numerical model of the calcium concentration in the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) was 

adapted from the whole cell model of Tang and Othmer (1994) described in Chapter 3. 

Assuming negligible Ca leak through SR; for the permeabilized myocyte, the Tang-

Othmer model reduces to a single species balance on luminal SR calcium, CasR. 

dCa.g 

The flux transported by the Ca~^ pumps of the SR, qsR, was calculated from the following 

expression. 

VcD Ca' 

^SR + C^c 

VSR is the maximal flux and KSR is the calcium concentration at which the transport is 

half-maximal, (taken as 0.12 pM). Cac is the constant cytosohc concentration of 0,1 pM, 

The SR efflux through the ryanodine receptors (RyRs) is given by equation (4.3). 

q,,,=N^,.ch.PACa,,-Ca^) (4.3) 

ch is the conductance of an individual RyR channel, Nch is the number of channels 

involved in the transport of Calcium across the SR and Po is the open probability of the 

channels. The ch value used is depicted in Table 4.1. Nch*ch thus gives G, the aggregate 

conductance. 

The luminal sensor mechanism was implemented by modifying the Hill-type 

dependence of Po to CasR (Gyorke and Gyorke, 1998). 
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PoiCa,,) = 
(( n ^- \ 

Ca], + Kl 
^^SRO 
7 "7 Poi (4.4) 

where, half maximal KLS is equal to 2.5 mM (Gyorke and Gyorke, 1998), CasRo is the 

basal Calcium concentration (ImM), Poi is the open channel probability at the basal 

conditions. At basal conditions, 5 spark events are observed in a linescan of confocal 

microscope and it is estimated that there are 20000 channels in a linsescan (Armstrong & 

Protasi, 1997), This gives Poi as equal to 5/20000 = 0,00025, 

The simulations of the luminal trigger mechanism case were compared with the 

case without the luminal trigger. In the latter case, the open channel probability was taken 

as a constant (because of constant cytosohc Ca concentration in the permeabilized 

cardiomyocyte), equal to basal open channel probability P,,,. 

The basal calcium release through channels is estimated to be about 5 pM (see 

Appendix B), Using this and the ch value depicted in Table 4,1. at the stable basal initial 

conditions in Equations 4,1 and 4,3, yields the parameters of the model. The calculated 

and its equivalent original Tang and Othmer values are tabulated in Table 4,1. 

The effect of tetracaine intervention, which acts as channel blocker, was 

simulated as step decrease in Nch- The effect of caffeine intervention, was taken as step 

change increase in Poi. The effect of thapsigargin, was taken as step decrease in maximal 

pump transport coefficient, VSR. Likewise, phosphorylation of phospholamban was 

implemented as step increase in VSR. Washout of these pharmacological agents was 

modeled as step change in VSR, Nch, or Poi, as the case may be, to their original values. The 

differential equation given by Equation 4.1 was solved using the ordinary differential 
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equation solver, LSODE, The code was programmed in FORTRAN and w as executed on 

Pentium III 500 desktop computer. 

Table 4.1, Parameters of the mathematical model of permeabilized Myoc)^e 
(Values from Tang and Othmer (1994), except where noted. 

Variable definitions are given in the text.) 

Parameter 

Cac {pM) 

CasR {pM) 

VSR (MMS-^) 

KSR {m) 

ch(s' ) 
(Calculated from Tinker 

etal., 1993) 

Nch 

G {s') 

KLS (MM) 
(From Gyorke and 

Gyorke, 1998) 

CasRo{llM) 

Published Value 

1038 

0.12 

80.0 

42 

Value 

Used 

0.1 

1000 

221.818 

0,12 

0,005496 

66170 

363.673 

2500 

1000 
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4.2.2 Results 

Figures 4.1-4.8 show the simulations of pharmacological interventions in a 

permeabilized myoc\le. Effects of pharmacological agents on SR Ca and SR Efflux are 

shown in Figure 4,9 and Figure 4,10, respectively. Each of Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are 

plotted on the same scale to facilitate comparision of inter\'ention effects with other 

intervention effects. Each pharmacological intervention was maintained for a period of 

approximately 2 minutes. The effect of phosphorylating phospholamban is shown in 

Figures 4.1. 4.2, 4.9 and 4.10. The intervention results in increases in both SR load 

(Figures 4,1 and 4,9) and efflux (Figures 4.2 and 4.10). The increase in SR efflux is 

necessary to balance the increased influx via the SERCA pump. The results indicate that 

for a same change in SR efflux, the cell with the luminal sensor mechanism shows less 

variation in COSR than the cell without the luminal sensor mechanism. It is also seen that 

the cell with luminal sensor mechanism reaches its new steady state faster than the cell 

without the luminal sensor mechanism. Similar qualitative, though opposite results are 

obtained using thapsigargin as shown in Figures 4,3.4.4, 4.9 and 4.10. In both the cases, 

the pharmacological interventions were introduced by approximately 3-fold change in the 

maximal pump capacity. VSR. 

The effect of tetracaine application is shown in Figures 4,5, 4,6, 4.9, and 4,10, 

The effect was simulated by changing the conductance, G to one-tenth of its previous 

value for the period 50 to 200 seconds, after which it was restored to its original value. At 

the time of restoration, the efflux elevates transiently before returning to its original 

value. As before, the SR changes are less prominent in the case of the luminal sensor 

model than the model without the luminal sensor. Also, the dynamics of approach to the 
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new steady state are faster in the presence of the luminal sensor. Opposite results were 

obtained by modeling caffeine intervention as shown in Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9(d) and 

4.9(d). Caffeine intervention was introduced by transiently increasing the aggregate 

conductance, G two fold. The plots depicting the effects are shown in the next few pages. 

4,2.3 Putative effect on gating parameters 

The results of luminal effect on permeabilized myocyte described in Figures 4.1 -

4,8 were based on empirical relation of open channel probability dependence on SR Ca, 

based on lipid bilayer experiments (Gyorke and Gyorke, 1998), RyR activity is controlled 

by a number of cooperatively and noncooperatively interacting endogenous (Câ "̂ , Mĝ "̂ , 

ATP, calmodulin) and exogenous (caffeine, tetracaine) ligands acting on the cytosohc 

side of the channel in an allosteric fashion, (Meissner, 1992, 1994), 

High luminal Ca"^ appears to enhance the sensitivity of the cytosohc activation 

mechanism to Ca~^ by reversing inhibition of the channel induced by high cytosohc Ca 

in channels activated by Ca"^ and ATP. These experimental findings can be reconciled by 

hypothesizing that the role of luminal Ca'" may involve complex allosteric interactions 

between Ca~^ binding sites on the cytosohc side. We translate this hypothesis into 

mathematical modeling by assuming the dependence of gating parameters (/y, h, Ij, 12 in 

Chapter 3) on the luminal Ca. We now propose which one of these parameter depends on 

SR Ca and postulate its quantitative dependence on SR Ca. With this formulation we 

show that the effects of pharmacological interventions are identical to that shown with 

the empirical formulation depicted in Figures 4.1-4.8. 
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Figure 4.1 Phosphorylation of phosphalamban intervention on SR Ca in a 
permeabilized myocyte 
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Figure 4.5 Tetracaine effect on SR Ca in a permeabilized myocyte 
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Figure 4.6 Tetracaine effect on SR efflux m a permeabilized myocyte 
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For the permeabilized myocyte, the cytosohc Ca is set fixed at 0,lpM, At steady 

state, the three channel state equations, (Equations 3,1-3,3) can then be described as a 

function of cytosohc Ca {Cac = O.I). The open channel state fraction, X2 as a function of 

Cac is: 

;, = (L2/l2)Ca, 4̂ 3^ 

^ (/_, / /, )(/_2 / /2) + (̂ -1 / h + i-21 h )Ca, + Ca] 

The open channel state fraction, X2 is equated to open channel probability due to luminal 

mechanism given by Equation 4,4 to yield an equation with 4 unknowns /y, I2, Ij, l_2. If 

three of these parameters are assumed to be constant, the fourth parameter can be solved 

as a function of SR Ca, CasR. This yields a set of 4 equations for the dependence of each 

of the parameters /y, I2, Ij, 12 on CasR with the other three parameters held constant. 

In order to ascertain which of these parameter should be assumed to be a function 

of CasR and so which of the other three should be assumed constant, parametric analysis 

was performed with respect to CasR on each of these four equations describing the 

dependence of gating parameter to CasR. The four equations are analytically 

differentiable with respect to CasR and the sensitivity of CasR with respect to parameters 

is non-dimensionalized using the following equation: 

S, =^o_^Ca^^ (4 6) 

' Cas„o ^Pi 

Here, P, denotes the parameter /, Pio is its control value, CasRo the control SR load and Spi 

is the sensitivity of SR Ca to parameter /. The sensitivity analysis results and the 

parameter values used are shown in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4,2 Sensitivhy analysis and values of gating parameters 

Parameter, 
Pi 

h (SVM-') 

Ij (s-') 

/2 (S-VM- ' ) 

l_2 (S-') 

Value 
(From Tang and Othmer, 

1994) 
15 

7,6 

0,8 

0.84 

Sensitivity of CasR, 
Spi 

1.831 

-2.253 

-21.635 

5.158 

The sensitivity analysis depicted in Table 4.2 illustrates that the parameter I2 is the 

most sensitive w.r.t CasR. Thus, it is assumed that I2 is a function of luminal Ca and it is 

given by the expression: 

--2 

U = 

(f 

[Kls + Cal, )Ca^ -

\ 

( 

LV 

Ca \ 
SRO 

•'^ L5 "*" ^ ^ 5 / ? 0 y 

\ 

Ca SR 

J 

^l ^ 
-^ + Ca^ 
II K 

f \ 

f Ca \ 
SRO 

y^LS "^ ^^SRO 

Ca^^Ca^ 
^l ^ 
-^ + Ca^ 
II 

J 

(4.7) 

With the functional dependence of h on CasR given by (4,7), the SR Ca distribution is 

solved using Equations 3.1-3,3 and Equation 3,10 with SR leak gi set as zero (h is small 

compared with dominant fluxes). Parameter values mentioned earlier are used. The 

results are identical to those observed in Figures 4,1-4,8. Also, the experimental 

observation of higher sensitivity to cytosohc Ca with higher luminal Ca is reproduced 

and depicted in Figure 4.9. 
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4.3 Effects on the whole-Cell Calcium distribution 

4.3.1 Shnulation Model 

To simulate the effects of pharmacological agents on the whole cell cardiac 

myocyte, a numerical model of the calcium concentration in the cardiac myocyte was 

adapted from the systohc model of Eisner et al. (1998) and the cardiac cell model of 

Tang and Othmer (1994). The systolic effects were modeled usmg Eisner's Model and 

the diastohc effects were modeled using an adaptation of Tang and Othmer's Model. 

600 

0,001 0,01 0,1 1 10 

Cytosolic Ca, microM 

100 1000 

SRCa = 1.5mM —SRCa = 2.5mM 

Figure 4,11 Open channel probability relative to the base case (ImM SR Ca and 0.1 microM 
cytosohcCa), as a function of cytosolic Ca 
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4,3,1,1 Systolic Model (Eisner et al., 1998) 

Systole is the period where the open channel probability of Ca channels in SR is 

high due to response to extracellular electrical trigger/stimulus on DHPR's until it falls 

back after requestration of Ca back into the SR. In the model, the buffering effects of 

calmodulin in the cytoplasm are approximated by the rapid buffering approximation. 

(Wagner and Keizer, 1994). This approximation assumes that the free and bound Ca^^ 

buffers are at equilibrium due to fast kinetics. Using this assumption, a Ca'̂ ^-dependent 

function can be found that will scale the fluxes that comprise the time rate of change in 

total free Ca"^ by the factor B for the cytoplasm. 

B = 1 + 
[CMDNl^^K'/^' 

(4.8) 

where [CMDNJrot is the total concentration of Calmodulin buffer in the sarcoplasm, 

J^J:MDN • ̂  ̂ ĵ g equilibrium constant of binding of Calmodulin with Ca and [Ca]i is the free 

calcium concentration in the cytoplasm. 

It is assumed that immediately before the n'̂  stimulus, the Ca concentration of the 

SR is SRn. A certain fraction/, that is a function of the SR Calcium, of this Ca is released 

from the SR during the beginning of the systole. The resulting increase of cytosolic Ca 

concentration is equal to the sum of this released Ca and the entry of Ca due to the L-type 

current {ica) and is given by: 

(v .* /*5 /?„+ /cJ (4.9) 

where the factor Vr (volume fraction of SR relative to total cytoplasmic volume) is used to 

express calcium content relative to cytoplasmic volume. 
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Of this Ca, a certain amount (proportional to p) will be pumped back into the SR 

whereas the remainder (proportional to q) will be pumped out of the cell. Let us assume 

that the Ca is pumped back into the SR, or pumped out after a time, ts equal to the 

duration of systole. The amount of Ca pumped out of the cell is therefore given by: 

K * / * 5 P „ + / c J * - ^ - (4.10) 
p + q 

Let r = q/(p+q) so that r is the fraction of Ca which is pumped out of the cell as opposed 

to being taken by the SR. 

The resulting equations for the cytosolic Ca and the SR Ca concentration can 

therefore be written as: 

[Ca].{t) = [Ca].{t) + B{{ic,-^v^fSRjS{t-tJ-{i,^-tv^fSRJd{t-t^-t^)) (4.11) 

SR{t) = SR{t)-mMt-K)^^'''^'^^^'''"^^'^^'~''^^^'~'"~'^^ (4.12) 

where ts is the duration of systole. r„, where n is an integer are the times at which the 

systole starts, 5 is the dirac delta function and B is the compensation factor due to 

cytoplasmic buffer calmodulin. 

4.3.1.2 Diastolic Model 

In between the systoles, the Ca content of the cytoplasm and SR is assumed to be 

governed by the diastolic (the period between significant requestration of Ca into SR and 

the next electrical trigger impulse) model. 

The sarcoplasmic buffer, calsequestrin is considered in the model by assuming a 

rapid buffering approximation similar to the rapid buffering approximation in cytosol of 

calmodulin. The buffering multiplicative factor can then be written as: 
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^ss - • CSQN 
m 

(4.13) 
/<:;'^" + SR{t) 

The diastolic model is based on simple continuous mass balance equations on SR 

Ca and cytosolic Ca, The equations can be written as: 

1 d[Ca]. V^iCaV: 
-—r^ = ^r8ASR{t)-[Cal) + gACo-[Cal)- ^ / ' J ' , 2 + 
B dt K-^^+[Ca]; 

^r chP,{SR{t)-[Cal)-^^^^^^ 
^ K-,-^[Ca]^^ 

(4,14) 

^ ^ ^ = .g^^SR{t)-[CalH J^^^^^5.2 -chPo{SR{t)-[Cal) (4.15) 
BsR dt K-,-\-[Ca]t 

where, VSR and VSL are the maximal pump rate of SR and SL pumps, respectively, KSL 

and KSR are their half maximals, respectively, SR(0) is the initial steady state resting SR 

Ca concentration, ŷ and g2 are the leak coefficients through SR and SL membrane 

respectively, Co is the external Ca concentration, Po is open channel probability during 

diastole. B is the multiplicative factor given by equation (4.8) for the rapid buffering 

approximation on the cytoplasm, BSR is the multiplicative factor due to calsequestrin. 

4.3.1.3 Luminal Sensor Modeling 

The whole-cell model was improved by incorporating the luminal sensor 

mechanism. This was done by adding functional dependence of SR Ca on the fraction of 

released Ca during the trigger, / and the open channel probability during the diastole, Po 

as follows (Gyorke and Gyorke, 1998): 
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/ = (4.16) 

P. = o SR{0) 
\ 

SR{0)-+Ki, 

(4.17) 

yj 

where SR„ is the SR Ca concentration at the start of nth systole,/^ is the fraction of SR Ca 

released under basal conditions, KLS is the half-saturation constant of luminal sensor, SRno 

or SR(0) is the basal SR concentration and Pot is the constant open channel probability 

during diastole under basal SR Ca concentration. 

Equations (4.11). (4.12). (4.14) and (4.15) along with equation (4.16) and 

equation (4.17) represent the goveming equations for the Ca cycling in the whole cell 

cardiac myocyte. If the periodic stimulation of the myocardium occurs at discrete times, 

tn, where n is an integer, the Ca cycling is governed by the systolic model from the time r„ 

to tn+ts. Then from time t^+ts onwards, the diastolic model, until the next trigger 

stimulation of the myocyte at time r,,̂ /. governs the Ca distribution. 

Two chief considerations govern the choice of parameters in the model. The 

SNStolic flux magnitude should be about 20 times that of the diastolic fluxes and as 

discussed earlier, the diastohc fluxes are around 5-10 pM-'sec. Other considerations 

include the fact that the SL fluxes are about 10-20 times lesser than the SR uptake fluxes. 

The input L-t\ pe current is small and is estimated b> balancing the systolic fluxes. These 

considerations are typical for the rat cardiac myoc\ie. which we are modeling. The 

parameter values are reported in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 
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Table 4.3 Parameter \ alues for whole-cell Ca systolic model 

Parameter 

Total Calmodulin 

Concentration (|iM) 

Equilibrium 
constant of 

Calmodulin (pM) 

Volume fraction of 
SR w.r.t Cytosolic 

volume 

Half-maximal of 
lumenal sensor 

(mM) 

Steady state 
Equilibrium SR load 

(mM) 

L-type current input 
during systole (pM) 

Fractional release of 
Ca during systole at 

SR load, SRnO 

Fraction of Ca 
pumped out of cell 
from cytosol during 

systole 

Duration of Cardiac 
cycle (sec) 

Period of systole 
(sec) 

Symbol 

[CMDNJrot 

^ C.\tD.\ 
A M 

Vr 

KLS 

SRfio 

ka 

fo 

r 

tn+l - tn 

ts 

Value 

75 

2.38 

0.035 

2.5 

1.0 

1.95 

0.5 

0.1 

2 

0.1 

Source 

Adopted from Jafri 
etal. (1998) 

Jafri etal. (1998) 

For rat cardiocyte 

Gyorke & Gyorke 
(1998) 

For Rat 
cardiomyocyte 

From sytolic flux 
balance 

For Rat 
cardiomyocyte 

SL fluxes about 10-
20 times lesser than 

SR fluxes 

Typical 
experimental pacing 

interval 

For rat 
cardiomyocyte 
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Table 4.4 Parameter values for whole-cell diastolic model 

Parameter 

Ca leak coefficient 

from SR to cytosol 

(sec"') 

Leak coefficient 

from extracellular 

space to cytosol (s"') 

Maximum SL pump 

rate (pM/sec) 

Half-maximal of SL 

pump (pM) 

Maximum SR pump 

rate (pM/sec) 

Half-maximal of SR 

pump (pM) 

Diastolic open 

channel probability 

Total Calsequestrin 
Concentration (mM) 

Equilibrium 

constant of 

Calsequestrin (mM) 

Extracellular Ca 

concentration (pM) 

Aggregate channel 

conductance (s' ) 

Symbol 

gi 

82 

VSL 

KSL 

VSR 

KSR 

Po 

[CSQNJrot 

j ^ CSQN 

Co 

ch 

Value 

0 

0,00304 

10 

0.1 

100 

0.2 

0,02 

15 

0,8 

1500 

15 

Source 

Negligible 

compared to other 

fluxes 

Adapted from Tang 

& Othmer (1994) 

SL fluxes are about 

10-20 times smaller 

than SR fluxes 

Tang & Othmer 

(1994) 

Adapted from 

Ginsburg et al, 

(1998) 

Adapted from Tang 

& Othmer (1994) 

Adapted from Jafri 
etal, (1998) 

Adapted from Jafri 

etal. (1998) 

Adapted from 

Snyder et al. (2000) 

Adapted from Tang 

(&Othmer(1994) 
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4.3.2 Results 

Using this model, the effects of luminal sensor mechanism and the effects of 

diastolic fluxes are shown under physiological conditions of operation of cardiac 

myocyte during pharmacological intervention by tetracaine. The effect of tetracaine is 

simulated using step increase in the fraction released from SR, fo and a proportional 

increase in the channel conductance ch during the diastole. The fraction fo and ch was 

varied from 0.5 to 0.1 for a period of 100 seconds from 50s to 150 s in a total simulation 

period of 200s. The model was coded in FORTRAN and the diastolic and systolic fluxes 

were integrated into the code. Euler's integration scheme was used to solve the diastolic 

behavior. 

Figure 4.12 shows the experimental plot of cellular contraction with the 

application of channel blocker, tetracaine. Experimental techniques could be limited in 

measuring the actual tissue shortening immediately following the application and 

removal of the intervention, due to fast dynamics of response to the intervention which 

may not be measured with precision. Also, the strength of application here might differ 

from simulated strength of intervention resulting in quantitative differences. However, 

the dynamics of recovery of the simulated response can be compared qualitatively with 

the experimental plot. 

Figures 4.13-4.20 show the effect of tetracaine intervention on four different 

cases. Figure 4.21 shows the effect of tetracaine intervention on cytosolic Ca on 

comparative scales for these different cases and similarly figure 4,22 shows the effects on 

SR Ca on comparative scales. 
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Figures 4,13-4,14 show the effect of intervention on the cytosolic Ca and SR Ca 

when the diastolic and lumenal effects on Ca regulation are neglected. It is seen that, the 

recovery from the intervention is sluggish. The staircase ascent (and also, descent later) 

in SR Ca indicates the absence of diastolic effects between the beats. 

Figures 4,15-4,16 show the intervention on cytosolic Ca and SR Ca when the 

diastolic effects are neglected, but the luminal sensor mechanism is present. We observe 

that the presence of luminal trigger mechanism, tends to stabilize the SR load during 

intervention to a much lower value than when the luminal trigger mechanism is not 

present. It is also observed that the presence of luminal trigger mechanism improves the 

recovery process of the cytosolic Ca than the case without the luminal sensor mechanism. 

The earlier noted staircase ascent (and also descent later in time) in SR Ca load and the 

absence of activity. 
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Figure 4.12 Experimental plot of cellular contraction versus time with the application of 
channel blocker, tetracaine. 
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Figure 4.13 Tetracaine intervention on cytosohc Ca during pure systohc cycling 
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Figure 4.14 Tetracaine intervention on SR Ca during pure systohc cycling 
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Figure 4.15 Tetracaine intervention on cytosohc Ca during pure systohc 
cycling with luminal sensor mechanism 
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Figure 4.16 Tetracame intervention on SR load during pure systolic cyclmg with 
luminal sensor mechanism 
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Figure 4.17 Tetracame effect on cytosolic Ca with diastolic fluxes 
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Figure 4.18 Tetracame effect on SR Ca with diastolic fluxes 
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Figure 4.19 Tetracaine effect on cytosohc Ca with diastohc fluxes and luminal sensor 
mechanism 
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Figure 4.20 Tetracaine effect on SR load with diastohc fluxes and luminal 
sensor mechanism 
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Figure 4.21 Effect of Tetracaine mtervention on cytosolic Ca for four different cases: 
A- without diastolic fluxes and luminal sensor. B- with luminal sensor but whhout 
diastohc fluxes. C- with diastohc fluxes but without luminal sensor. D- with both 
diastohc fluxes and luminal sensor mechanism. The effects are shown on the same 
scale. 
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Figure 4.22 Effect of Tetracame intervention on SR Ca for four different cases: A- without 
diastohc fluxes and luminal sensor. B- with luminal sensor but vsdthout diastohc fluxes. C-
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sensor mechanism. The effects are shown on the same scale. 
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but in the absence of luminal sensor mechanism. The absence of luminal activity on 

channels, sets the resultant SR load during the intervention same as that during the 

absence of both diastolic and luminal sensor mechanism. We observe a continuous ascent 

(and descent) of SR load and the presence of minimal activity at the base of cytosolic Ca, 

indicative of diastolic effects on the Ca regulation. It is also observed that the recovery of 

cytosolic Ca from the effects of tetracaine is better than the case without the luminal 

sensor and diastolic fluxes (Figure 4,13) but poorer than in the presence of luminal sensor 

and absence of diastolic fluxes (Figure 4.15), 

Finally, the effect of Tetracaine on cellular Ca is depicted for the case in which 

both luminal sensor mechanism and the diastolic effects are pertinent, in Figures 4.19-

4.20. As expected, the inferences from the previous observation of results in which each 

of these mechanism were present individually hold. The SR load tends to stabilize at 

smaller loads during intervention (Figure 4,20). The presence of continuous 

ascent/descent of SR load and some diastolic activity of cytosolic Ca is observed. The 

cumulative recovery of cytosolic Ca (Figure 4,19) due to these simultaneous mechanisms 

(the luminal sensor and the diastolic activity) is faster than due to each of these 

mechanisms individually (compare Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.17). 

It is observed that the cytosolic Ca response to intervention with luminal sensor 

and diastolic fluxes is most similar to the experimental plot depicted in Figure 4.12 as far 

as the dynamics of recovery from intervention goes. However, it should be noted that the 

actual experimental intervention strength and simulated intervention strength might differ 

resulting in quantitative discrepancies in the simulated and the experimental responses. 
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4.4 Discussion 

4,4,1 Luminal Sensor Mechanism 

We have explored the effects of luminal sensor mechanism in both permeabilized 

m\ ocyte and the whole cell myocyte. In the permeabilized myocyte, the effects were 

elucidated via pharmacological interventions of tetracaine, caffeine, thapsigargin and 

phosphor} lation of phospholamban. In the whole cell, the luminal effects were 

incorporated in the systolic model and the diastolic model. 

From the results of Figures 4,1-4,8 and Figures 4.15-4.16 and Figure 4.19-4.20, it 

is observed that the prominent effects of luminal sensor are twofold: 

1. Increasing the recovery of the cellular processes after an intervention 

2. Resisting the excursions in SR load during the disturbances 

From cellular functional point of view, these two effects are beneficial for the 

normal operation of contractile machinery in the cardiac cell. This is because the effects 

of any disturbing influences to the cardiac cell would result in faster recovery with less 

excursions in load. 

4.4.2 The presence of diastolic fluxes 

Diastolic fluxes play an important role in the Ca cycling in heart cell. We have 

quantified an estimate of diastohc release flux based on experimental observations 

(Appendix B) and used this value in our simulations of whole-cell Ca model with 

parameter values governed by considerations typical of rat cardiomyocyte. 
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The simulations demonstrate the clear role of diastolic fluxes in Ca dynamics in 

heart cell (Figures 4.17-4.20), when compared with cases without the diastolic fluxes 

(Figures 4,13-4,16), 

These results can be understood intuitively by considering the fact that the 

magnitude of systolic fluxes is 20-50 times higher than the diastolic fluxes and the 

duration of the systole is about 20 times smaller than the diastole period. These two 

effects tend to neutralize each other and leads one to expect that the magnitude of Ca 

cycled should be roughly the same order of magnitude in both cases. Thus, the effect of 

diastolic activity in the heart cell could be smaller than the systolic activity, but certainly 

not negligible. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DOMINANT SR CALCIUM REGULATION MECHANISMS 

5.1 Introduction 

SR Ca plays an important role in the Ca cycle in the cardiac myocyte. The release 

of Ca from the SR during cellular depolarizations is the chief trigger for the contraction 

and relaxation of the myofilaments during excitation-contraction coupling in the heart 

cell. This release is directly affected by the SR Ca content. 

Recently, opposing viewpoints have been advocated as to what controls the SR 

Ca content. On the one hand, the diastolic Ca release magnitude is neglected (Bassani and 

Bers, 1995). and the SR loading is believed to be controlled by the SR pump. In this 

view, the reverse mode of operation of the SR pump has been hypothesized (Ginsburg et 

al., 1998, Shannon et al., 20(X)). Contradicting this view, it has been shown that diastolic 

Ca release is much higher than the above estimates (Snyder et al., 2(XX), our estimate in 

Appendix B, O'Neill et al., 20(X)). At higher level of diastohc release, leak and not uptake 

controls the SR content. 

Thus the factors that control the SR content become important. In this part of the 

work, we attempt to de-shroud these opposing views and show the dominant SR Ca 

determinants in both permeabilized and whole-cell myocyte by using sensitivity analysis 

on SR Ca with respect to various parameters. 
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5.2 SR Ca determinants in Permeabilized Mvocvte 

5.2.1 Model 

The permeabilized myocyte model is adopted from the diastolic model of the 

whole cell myocyte with the modification of the pump term. The cytosolic Ca is assumed 

to be constant at 0,1 pM, Pumping by the SR Ca-ATPase is assumed to behave as a 

reversible enzymatic reaction, in which the net pump rate Vpump is described as (Segel, 

1976; Shannon and Bers, 1997): 

' Ca. '' 
mf K mf 

-v_ Ca \ -
SR 

K „,^ 

pump 

1-H 
Ca^ Y f 

-f-
C<3, 

\ 
(5.1) 

SR^ 

K. 

In this equation, V,„/and Vmr are the forward and reverse maximum velocities, and 

Kmf and Kmr are the forward and reverse affinities respectively. If the pump reaches a 

steady state and there is no leakage, then the net flux Vpu,np is 0, We, assumed in accord 

with Takenaka et al, (1982), that the maximum possible forward and backward rates are 

equal; i.e. V,„/= Vmr- This Vpu,np = 0 condition reduces Equation 5.1 to K,nJK,nf = 

CasRiCac. It is observed experimentalh', that the maximum COSR in a permeabilized 

myocyte is around 4-5 mM. If it is assumed to reach a maximum of 5mM, then K^r = 

50000K,„f. The /^^/value is taken as 0.12 pM (Tang and Othmer. 1994). The V;„/value is nf 

then determined by flux balance across the SR and this sets the V, mr-

5.2.2 Methods 

In order to bring out the relative importance in determining the SR load, a 

sensitivity analysis of SR Ca was carried out. For a given small change in the parameter 
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from the control condition (the steady state condition), the new steady state SR Ca is 

calculated numerically using the permeabilized myocyte model. The sensitivity is then 

represented in a nondimensionalized fashion using the following equation: 

SS 
ACa^n /?( 'SR yo 

SR,p 
CasRo A/7 

(5,2) 

In this equation, SSsR,p is the sensitivity of SR Ca with respect to parameter p, 

CasRo is the SR load during control condhion (ImM). The A operator indicates change in 

quantity, p is the parameter changed and po is its initial control value. The change in the 

parameter p is carried out by successively reducing Ap, until no further change in the 

SSsR,p is observed. 

5,2,3 Results 

The results of the sensitivity analysis of SR with respect to various parameters for 

a permeabilized myocyte are summarized in Table 5,1 and Figure 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Sensitivity of SR Ca with respect to parameters in a permeabilized myocyte 

Parameter 

Channel conductance, 
ch (s"') 

Maximum forward pump 
velocity, Vmf{[iMlsec) 

Maximum reverse pump 
velocity, V^Xl̂ M/sec) 

Half maximal, forward 
pump,K,nf{\iM) 

Half maximal, reverse 
pump, Kmr (mM) 

Half maximal, luminal 
sensor, KLS (mM) 

Base Case (From whole cell diastolic 
model. Chapter 4 and pump parameters 

described above) 
15 

30 

30 

0.12 

6 

2.5 

SSsR,p 

-0.353 

0,353 

-0,016 

-0,410 

0,040 

0,631 
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Parameters 

Figure 5.1 Sensitivity analysis of SR Ca on various parameters m a permeabilized myocyte 
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Figure 5,1 and Table 5,1 illustrates the parameters to which the SR Ca is most 

sensitive. It is seen that at the control conditions, the sensitivity to reverse pump 

parameters, V^r and K^r is negligible (less than 10% of other sensitivities). Sensitivity to 

SR channel parameter ch and to forward pump parameters V^f and Km/ are comparable 

(-0.4) and the sensitivity to the lumenal sensor term KLS appears to be the highest (-0,6). 

From equation 5.1, the ratio of fluxes through reverse pump to forv/ard pump can be 

written as 

It can be seen that under normal operating SR load {Cac = 0.1, CasR = ImM) the flux 

contribution due to reverse pump mode of operation of SR pump is about 4% of forward 

pump flux rate. 

5,3 SR Ca and Efflux determinants in the whole-cell myocyte 

5,3.1 Model 

The basic diastolic model described in Chapter 4 of the whole-cell myocyte is 

adapted to represent the whole cell behavior. To mimic the whole-cell behavior, the 

diastolic model was modified to represent the systole as follows: The open channel 

probability was taken as 0.7 and the L-type current influx (Table 4.2) was assumed to 

occur. Other parameters were same as in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The diastolic model of the 

whole-cell myocyte as described in Chapter 4 was assumed to represent the diastole 

without modifications but for the SR pump term. 
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The SR CaATpase pump rate term was taken as that represented in equation 5.1, 

with values adopted from Table 5.1. 

5.3.2 Methods 

Sensitivity analysis of various important quantities viz, diastolic SR Ca, peak 

systolic SR Ca, diastolic channel efflux, peak systolic efflux and amplitude of cytosolic 

oscillations were carried out. The parameters were varied successively smaller until the 

calculated sensitivity showed no difference in magnitude. 

The calculated sensitivity was non-dimensionalized using the following formula 

5 V . = ^ ^ - (5.3) 
qty^ Ap 

Here, qty represents either the diastolic SR Ca, peak systolic SR Ca, diastolic 

channel efflux, peak systolic efflux or the amplitude of cytosolic oscillations. The 

amplitude of cytosolic oscillations was taken to be the difference between peak systolic 

cytosolic Cac and the diastolic Cac. A represents the change in a given quantity and qtyo 

represents the control value of the quantity, p represents the parameter varied and po is 

the varied parameter's control value. 

5.3.3 Results 

Table 5.2 gives the results of sensitivity analysis of various quantities on the 

parameters of the model. Figure 5.2 shows the sensitivity of diastolic SR Ca, CasRd, peak 

systolic SR Ca, CasRs and of the amplitude of oscillations. Amp of the cytosolic Ca with 

respect to the model parameters. Figure 5.3 shows the sensitivity of diastolic flux, Fluxd 

and peak systolic flux. Flux, with respect to model parameters. 
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From Figures 5.2 and 5.3 and Table 5.2, it is seen that the sensitivity of various 

quantities to reverse pump parameters, V^r and Kmr is negligible (less than 5% of 

sensitivities with respect to other model parameters). 

Of the various quantities investigated, it is to be noted that the diastolic SR Ca is 

the most important. This is because, the SR release is directly a function of SR content 

prior to the release and hence the contraction-relaxation mechanism of the myofilaments 

is dependent on the diastolic SR Ca for appropriate functioning of cardiac myocyte. It is 

seen From Table 5,2 and Figures 5,2 and 5,3 that the SL pump parameters, VSL and KSL, 

the SR forward pump parameters Vm/and /f^/and the SR release channel parameters, ch 

and KLS all have the same order of magnitude sensitivity on diastolic SR Ca, Of all these 

parameters, the lumenal sensor parameter, KLS appears to have the maximum sensitivity 

on diastolic SR Ca (-0,51), 

5,4 Discussion 

In this part of the work, we have performed the sensitivity analysis on both 

permeabilized myocyte and the whole cell myocyte on the model parameters. The reverse 

pump parameters for the SR pump rate were set by experimental observation of the 

maximum SR Ca to cytosolic Ca gradient. When these parameters were incorporated into 

the permeabilized and the whole-cell myocyte models, it is observed that the influence of 

reversible pump parameters and hence the role of reverse pump mode of operation 
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Table 5,2 Sensitivity analysis of various quantities with respect to model parameters of 
the whole-cell myocyte 

Parameter 

Forward 
pump 

maximum 
velocity 
Reverse 
pump 

maximum 
velocity 

Half 
maximal. 
Forward 

pump 
Half 

maximal. 
Reverse 

pump 
Half 

maximal, 
Lumenal 

sensor 
Channel 

conductance 
SL pump 
maximum 
velocity 

SL pump, 
half 

maximal 
External Ca 

leak 
coefficient 

External Ca 
concentration 

L-type 
current 
influx 

Symbol 

Vn,f 

* mr 

Kmf 

Kmr 

KLS 

ch 

VSL 

KSL 

g2 

Co 

ica 

Non-dimensionalized sensitivity of 

Diastolic 
SRCa, 
CasRd 

0,302 

-0,005 

-0,206 

0,0147 

0,507 

-0.279 

-0.211 

0.303 

0,023 

0,023 

0,175 

PeakSR 
Ca, CasRs 

0.159 

-0.001 

-0,062 

0,00393 

0.799 

-0.433 

-0.056 

-0.080 

0,087 

0.087 

0.046 

Amplitude 
of 

oscillation. 
Amp 
0.556 

-0.011 

-0.435 

0.0313 

0.118 

-0,078 

-0.602 

0,830 

0.221 

0.221 

0.444 

Diastolic 
channel 

flux, Fluxd 

0.832 

-0.014 

-0.564 

0.040 

-0.353 

0,233 

-0.579 

0,832 

0,239 

0.239 

0,481 

Peak 
systolic 
channel 

flux, Fluxs 
0,777 

-0,014 

-0.527 

0,0377 

-0.264 

0.180 

-0.541 

0.776 

0.224 

0.224 

0.450 
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Figiire 5.2 Sensitivity analysis of diastolic SR Ca, peak systolic SR Ca and amplitude of 
cytosolic oscillations with respect to various parameters 
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1 

Ruxd • Ruxs 

Figure 5.3 Sensitivity analysis of diastohc channel flux and peak systohc channel flux with respect 
to various parameters 
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of SR pump appears to be negligible compared to other cellular processes like SR release 

or uptake or extrusion through sarcolemma. 

Also, we observe that the luminal sensor mechanism parameter KLS seems to be 

most influential in controlling the SR load in the permeabilized myocyte and the diastolic 

SR load in the whole myocyte. This sensitivity is of the same order of magnitude as the 

sensitivity to other parameters of the cellular processes viz, the SR release, SR uptake and 

the SL extrusion mechanism. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6,1 Conclusions 

In this work, we investigate the factors responsible for regulation of calcium 

content in the rat cardiac myocyte. As a first step towards this goal, we describe the 

excitation-contraction coupling phenomenon in the cardiac myocyte. Then a basic 

mathematical model is presented that represents the calcium cycling in the cardiac 

myocyte. The model is modified as and when necessary to investigate the role of various 

phenomena described below. The major results of the study can be summarized as 

follows: 

1. The luminal sensor mechanism is investigated for the permeabilized myocyte by 

using the model for the permeabilized myocyte. The investigation was carried out, by 

simulating the pharmacological interventions of tetracaine, caffeine, thapsigargin and 

phosphorylation of phospholamban. The luminal sensor appears to improve the 

dynamics and prevents excursions in the SR Ca load, 

2. To investigate how the SR Ca load affects the sensitivity of RyR channels to cytosolic 

Ca with mathematical formulation, we demonstrate how the gating parameters are 

expected to behave as functions of SR Ca. 

3. A whole-cell Ca dynamics model is developed, by combining the systolic Ca model 

and the mechanistic diastolic model (the hybrid model). The model is used to 

investigate the role of diastolic fluxes and the luminal sensor mechanism in regulating 

the Ca dynamics in the whole-cell. The investigation was carried out using the 
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pharmacological intervention of tetracaine. Showing that the presence of diastolic 

fluxes and luminal sensor mechanism improves the cell-recovery during the 

interventions brings out the importance of these phenomena. 

4. To determine the dominant SR Ca regulatory processes in the permeabilized 

myocyte, parametric analysis was performed on SR Ca using the permeabilized 

myocyte model. Results indicate negligible contribution of reverse mode of operation 

of SR Ca ATPase pump in controlling the SR Ca content. The contributions due to 

release flux and the forward SR Ca uptake appears to be of similar degree of 

importance in setting the SR Ca load 

5, Parametric analysis was performed on important physiological quantities like 

diastolic SR Ca, diastolic SR release flux, amplitude of oscillations of cytosolic Ca 

using the whole-cell Ca model. The input parameters of the whole-cell model are the 

open channel probability and the L-type current (Tang and Othmer 2 eqn. Model in 

Table 6.1). It is observed that the sensitivities of these quantities with respect to 

reverse pump mode of operation of SR CaATPase pump are negligible. The 

contribution of SL fluxes, RyR release and SR Ca uptake due to forward mode of 

operation of SR CaATPase are significant in controlling the diastolic SR Ca load. 

6.2 Performance of Ca dynamic models investigated 

In the course of this study, several models were developed keeping in mind the 

priority of the phenomenon under investigation. We attempt to evaluate these models 

using various kind of simulations. The simulations and the performance of these models 

with respect to these simulations are depicted in Table 6.1. The permeabilized myocyte 
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model behaves well under pharmacological intervention. In the whole-cell model, the 

hybrid model behaves the best under pharmacological interventions and helps in 

delineating the systolic and diastolic contributions to cell dynamics, whereas some of the 

simulations can only be addressed by the mechanistic model. 

The most faithful model in the context of this work appears to be the hybrid 

model presented especially during the course of pharmacological interventions. The 

hybrid model with the luminal sensor term appears to follow the experimental trend 

(Eisner et al., 1998) depicted in Figure 4,12, However because of its inherent simplicity 

in treating systole as a flux balance model, the model ignores some of the key issues 

during the trigger mechanism like CICR (Calcium induced calcium release) etc. However 

since the scope of this work was not to include the detailed inclusion of cellular 

mechanisms, hybrid model stands as the most appropriate model of choice, 

6.3 Recommendations 

A mathematical model of a phenomena is a tool that mimics the real behavior of 

the process under investigation. Due to the inherent complexity of the actual phenomenon 

investigated, some degree of simplification inevitably creeps into the model. The 

predictive ability of the model is bolstered by its ability to reproduce the experimental 

observed phenomenon. Therefore, the predictions of an acceptable model should be 

accompanied by a certain degree of experimental verifications in order to consolidate the 

insights offered by the model. 

The predictive ability of the model is dependent on the parameters involved. 

Experiments should be designed to bracket the range of parameter values to be 

incorporated into the model to boost our confidence into the model. 
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Simulation 

Description 

Base Case 
w/o LS 

with LS 

Tetracaine 
w/o LS 

with LS 

Caffeine 
w/o LS 

with LS 

Thapsigargin 
w/o LS 

with LS 

Anti Phospho. 
w/oLS 

with LS 

Reduced 
coupling 
w/o LS 
with LS 

SR v/s SR 
pump rate 

w/o LS 
with LS 

Release v/s 
pCa 

w/o LS 
with LS 

Table 6.1 Summary 

Eisner 
Systolic 

balance of 
fluxes 

Good 

Good 

Very slow 
recovery 

Improves 
recovery 

Very slow 
recovery 

Improves but 
poor 

Very slow 
recovery 

Improves but 
poor 

Very slow 
recovery 

Improves but 
poor 

NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 

Tang&Othmer 
2-eqn model 

without gating 

Good 

Good 

Incorrect 
behavior 

Not pursued 

Not pursued 

Not pursued 

Not pursued 

Not pursued 

Not pursued 

Not pursued 

Not pursued 
Not pursued 

Linear 
Matches expts 

NA 
NA 

of Modeling Efforts 

Models developec 
Hybrid Model 

Integrated 
systolic and 

diastolic model 

Good 

Good 

Slow recovery 

Good 

Slow recovery 

Good 

Slow recovery 

Good 

Slow recovery 

Good 

Good at 0.5 Hz 
Fast recovery 

NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 

Permeabilized 
For the 

permeabilized 
myocyte 

Good 

Good 

Slow 

Good 

Slow 

Good 

Slow 

Good 

Slow 

Good 

NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 

Snyder 
Whole cell 
mechanistic 

Acceptable but 
poor peak 

cytosolic Ca 
Not 

investigated 

Acceptable but 
poor peak 

cytosolic Ca 
Not 

investigated 

Acceptable but 
poor peak 

cytosolic Ca 
Not 

investigated 

Acceptable but 
poor cytosolic 

Ca 
Not 

investigated 

Acceptable but 
poor cytosolic 

Ca 
Not 

investigated 

Fast at 2 Hz 
Not 

investigated 

Matches expts 
Not 

investigated 

Matches expts 
NA 

NA- Not Applicable w/o -without LS- Luminal Sensor 
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As a recommendation for future work, the need to develop a whole-cell mechanistic 

model of cardiac myocyte with the gating terms is pertinent. The relationship of gating 

parameters to the SR Ca needs to be developed to mimic the role of luminal sensor 

mechanism. This model should be able to reproduce the results presented in this work. 
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APPENDIX A 

BLURRING AND DEBLURRING OF SIMULATED CA-SPARK 

IMAGE USING EXPEREVIENTALLY DETERMEVED PSF 
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A.l Determining the PSF of the Confocal Microscope 

A. 1.1 Point spread function and Significance 

The performance of an imaging system can be quantified by calculating its point 

spread function (PSF), The PSF of a lens is defined as the transverse spatial variation of 

the amplitude of the image received at the detector plane when the lens is illuminated by 

a perfect point source (Corle and Kino, 1996), Diffraction coupled with aberrations in the 

lens will cause the image of a perfect point to be smeared out into a blurred spot 

occupying a finite area of the image plane. Due to PSF, the real images acquired through 

microscopes are blurred images. Actual image intensity and the PSF is related through 

the mathematical relation (Gonzales and Woods, 1993): 

Leg (^' y^ -) = Jjj^(-^'' y'^ 7)PSF{x -x,y- y\ z - 7)dx'dyW (A. 1) 

where, lacq is the acquired image intensity and / is the image intensity without blurring. 

The integral is carried out over the entire space. From image processing perspective, the 

point spread function is assumed to be a symmetric Gaussian function with respect to 

each of the coordinates (Izu et al., 1998) 

PSF(x,y,z)=Nexp {-x^/G^^) exp{-y/G^-,2 )exp{-z/C5z) (A.2) 

where, N={OJG^T^^)'^ normalizes the integral of PSF over all space to unity. 

A, 1,2 Quantifying the Point Spread Function 

The point spread function (PSF) of the confocal microscope, a function P(x,y,z), 

was determined following procedures discussed by Agard et al. (1989). 
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Fluorescent beads of sub-resolution size (0.4 pm diameter; Molecular Probes, 

Inc.) with the Olympus laser scanner and microscope (LSM-GB200) operating under the 

same conditions as in the experiments and the same objective (X60, 1.4 N.A ), filters, and 

glass was used. 

The bead containing suspension was painted and dried on a glass slide, anti-fade 

solution and a cover-slip is added, and the beads are imaged through the cover slip. The 

PSF was determined by serial optical sections (or x-y scans) at different axial (z axis) 

levels. The three dimensional array of fluorescence intensities thus obtained was 

simplified (under the assumption of cylindrical symmetry) to a two-dimensional array. 

For this, the average per pixel was calculated at each value of z, in annular bins in the x-y 

plane, at 0.42 pm, the axial resolution of the microscope, intervals of the radial distance 

from bead center. Data analysis was done using Scion Image (Scion corporation 

Frederick, MD, USA) and IDE software (Research Systems Inc., Boulder, CO.) 

The fluorescence averaged in this way is represented versus r and z in Figure A. 1. 

The dependence is fitted as the product of two Gaussians: P=G(r)H(z) where, G = k exp 

[-0.5(r/Gxyf], H = exp [-0.5 (z /cJzf] ^^^ k is the maximum acquired image intensity. 

The two Gaussian descriptions are documented in Figure A.2 and Figure A,3, Figure A.3 

contains the data as a function of axial coordinate, z. The fluorescence values represented 

are averages within each section, over a 0,42 pm (confocal axial resolution) circle about 

the bead center. The lines are best fit gaussian with 0"-= 0.628 pm) 

In Figure A.2, the fluorescence is represented as a function of distance r at 

constant z, through three sets of data; from the central section (|z |<0.3pm), an 

intermediate region ( 0.3<|z| < 0.9 pm) and an outlying region (|z|>0,9 pm). The best fit 
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Gaussian are shown with spreads, a= 0,205 pm, 0,244 pm, 0,38 pm respectively. In the 

data analysis the contribution to PSF due to outlying region is neglected and PSF is 

approximated as product of a Gaussian function of r, with Oxy = 0.225 pm corresponding 

to a full width at half maximum, [FWHM]xy of 0,53 pm and a Gaussian function of z, 

with Gz = 0,628 pm corresponding to the [FWHMJzOf 1,48 pm. 
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Figure A.I. Fluorescence mtensity m x-y sections of an image of a 0.4 pm bead 
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Figure A.2 Fluorescence v/s r, for three ranges of z, and the correspondmg gaussian fits 
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Figure A.3 Average flurorescence/pixel as a function of axial distance, at the bead center 
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A, 1,3 Results 

The values of axial FWHM have been reported to vary from 0,41 pm (Parker et 

al„ 1997) to 1,3 pm (Pratusevich and Balke, 1996), The value of axial FWHM calculated 

in this work is 1,48 pm The values of radial FWHM have been reported to be about 0,45 

pm (Izu et al., 1998, Rios et al., 1999, Pratusevich and Balke, 1996, Cheng et al„ 1993), 

The value of radial FWHM calculated in this work is 0.53 pm.The determination of the 

PSF of this microscope forms the basis of the blurring and deblurring procedures applied 

to the pristine Ca spark image as discussed in the next section. 

A.2 Blurring and Deblurring of Pristine Confocal Image 

A.2.1 Motivation 

Any optical instrument forms a blurred image of the object. Due to blurring, relevant 

information that could otherwise be acquired from the image gets distorted and becomes 

unamenable to analysis. Therefore, it becomes imperative to apply the de-blurring 

algorithm to the image before subsequent analysis is done on it. In this work, the success 

of de-blurring algorithm is judged by blurring the pristine simulated confocal image of 

Fluorescent Ca-dye spark image and then applying the de-blurring algorithm to retrieve 

back the original pristine image. 

A.2.2 Blurring of Simulated Confocal Fluorescent Ca-dye spark 

The following 3-dimensional Gaussian function is used as the PSF of the 

Confocal microscope (Izu et al., 1998): 
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PSF{x,y,z)=Nexp(-x^/Gxy^)exp(-y^/Cx,2)exp(-z^/o,^} (A,3) 

where N=(Gxy G^Tt^^j' normalizes the integral of PSF over all space to unity. The values 

of cJvv and G^ as computed in the previous section are used,The intensity contributions to 

the image of the Ca ^ bound fluo-3 at any point (x, y, z) measured from the point source 

at the origin is proportional to the convolution 

/ {x,y,z,t) = \\\Ca-dye{x,y,z,t)PSF{x-x,y-y,z-z)dxdydz (A,4) 

where the integral is carried out over entire space. 

Figure A,4 shows the simulated confocal image of Ca-dye as a function of distance along 

the line scan and time, with the linescan of Confocal microscope passing through the 

center of the spark. 

As a first step towards applying Equation A.4, it becomes necessary to convert Ca-

dye (r, t) to Ca-dye (x, y, z, t) assuming that the line scan passes through the spark origin 

and the propagation of Ca-dye in cardiac myocyte is direction independent. For each 

time step, the Ca-dye (r) is converted to Ca-dye (x, y, z). Due to extensive computational 

requirements for full fledged conversion, the conversion is carried out over 32 X 32 X 32 

matrix and the boundary condition of Ca-dye is set as 5pM (basal value). It is found that 

using this approximation introduces negligible error in the results.According to the 

convolution theorem (Kreyszig, 1993), for fix, y, z) and g(x, y, z) the relation 

h{x, y, z) = J jj/(^' ' y'^ 7)g{x-x\ y-y\z- z)dxdy'dz is equivalent to 

H(x, y, z)=F(x, y, z )G(x, y, z) in the Fourier domain where H, F, G are fourier transforms 

of /i,/and g respectively .The simulated Ca-dye image is blurred by using the 

convolution theorem. For each time step, the Ca-dye image is converted into a three-

dimensional function of space, Ca-dye (x, y, z). The discrete approximations of the 
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Fourier transform of Ca-dye (x, y, z) and PSF(x, y, z) is multiplied and then the inverse 

transform is take to get the blurred Ca-dye (x, y, z). The computational volume is taken to 

consist of 32 elements. The blurred Ca-dye (x, y, z) is then back transformed into 

blurred Ca-dye (r). The steps are iteratively performed over all time steps to get blurred 

Ca-dye (r, t). 

A.2.3 De-blurring of the Ca-dye image 

The procedure of de-blurring the Ca-dye image is similar to blurring the pristine 

Ca-dye image. Here, the blurred Ca-dye (r) is converted into Ca-dye (x, y, z) for each 

time step. The discrete fourier transform of Ca-dye (x, y, z) is then divided by the discrete 

fourier transform of PSF (x, y,z) for each element in the 32^ element computational 

volume. 
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Figure A.4 The pristine simulated confocal 
Ca-spark image 

Figxffc A. 5 The blurred Ca spark image 

Figure A.6 The retrieved Ca spark hnage 
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Figure A,7 Ca-dye profile at the spark center v/s time. The original and retrieved 
images coincide and have a peak of 10 pM. while the blurred Ca-dye peaks at 7pM 

Figure A,8 Ca-dye profile at time at which the Ca-dye has its maximum value. The 
original and the retrieved images show identical profiles, while the blurred image 

shows a shortened peak. 
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The resulting array is then converted into a function of radial distance to get the retrieved 

Ca-dye (r ) . This is done for all time steps, to get the retrieved Ca-dye (r, t). 

A,2,4 Results 

To test the de-blurring algorithm, the pristine Ca-dye (r, t) spark image is handed 

by Sai (graduate student. Chemical Engineering, Texas Tech University), The original 

Ca-dye image is depicted in Figure A,4, Subsequent analysis is carried out using this 

image. 

The pristine image is blurred using the procedures discussed above. The blurred 

image is depicted in Figure A.5. The blurred image is subsequently de-blurred to give the 

retrieved Ca-dye image shown in Figure A.6. It is observed that the retrieved Ca-dye 

image is almost identical to the starting pristine image in Fig. A,4, 

It is known for the spark images, the points of paramount interest lie in the region 

of spark center and where the Ca-dye concentration is maximum , For this purpose. 

Figure A,7 and Figure A,8 depicts 2-D graphs of the spark with respect to radial distance 

(for a time step corresponding to maximum Ca-dye concentration change) and time (for a 

radial distance at the spark center) for the original, blurred and retrieved images. Again, 

the 2-D graphs for the original and retrieved spark images are identical. 

A,3 Conclusions 

In this work. Point spread function is quantified by carrying out experiments on 

Olympus Scanner Confocal Microscope under the same experimental conditions used to 
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acquire spark images. This PSF is subsequentiy used for the blurring-de-blurring 

simulations. 

From Figure A,4, A,5, A,6, A,7 and A.8, it is seen that the reconstruction of the 

original image after blurring is excellent. This justifies the suitability of the algorithm to 

apply to the experimental Confocal images. Moreover it is found that using discrete 

Fourier transforms approximation, significantly reduces the computation time than 

would otherwise would have taken using equation A.4. 

In the literature, there have been various ways to account for the blurring of the 

confocal images. Rios et al. (1999) have blurred the pristine image by taking each of the 

three integrals in equation A.4 over each of the coordinates and by using spherically 

symmetric spark distribution with gaussian distribution over the three coordinates. Smith 

et al. (1998) have carried out the blurring procedures without any simplification of the 

triple integral in equation A.4. Izu et al. (1998) have carried out the blurring procedure by 

using the discrete Fourier approximations. Spherically symmetric PSFs have also been 

reported to blur the confocal images. Due to faster computation time and accurate 

reconstruction, the Fourier transform method justifies its suitability for such procedures. 
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APPENDDC B 

ESTEVIATION OF BASAL SR CALCIUM RELEASE DUE TO SPARKS 
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B.l Set Values for various cellular parameters 

Cytosolic Volume Vc = 20 pL 

Equivalent w eight of calcium ion c = 2equiv/mole 

Faraday Constant Fd = 96500 couloumb/equiv 

B.2 Estimation of leak from sparking under basal conditions 

Spark density along linescan (our observation) p^̂  = 
s.lOOpm 

Acquisition Volume of confocal microscope V^ = 1 0 0 ^ . \pm. \pm 

Volumetric spark density p^ ,̂ = p^^ .V̂  

Whole cell sparking frequency, assuming uniform volumetric spark density 

^spark ~ Psv '^c 

Magnitude of release flux from a single spark (Lukyanenko et al,, 1998) 

'^ leak 

Spark 

= 2,10-'". 

duration 

mole 
sec 

At =5 ms 

Calcium released in a single spark J^^^ .At = 1.0.10"" pniole 
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Basal leak due to sparking 7,,^^ -^^-nspark = 1 . 2 . 1 0 ' ° EH12A 
s 

D f A . U , ,1 , i J leak-^t-f^ spark) . ^M 

Referenced to whole cell volume q,^^,^ = ; ;— -— = 6 '^ 
Vc 
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APPENDIX C 

SOFTWARE CODES 
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C I Permeabilized Mvocvte Model 

EXTERNAL FEX,JAC 

DOUBLE PRECISION ATOL,RWORK,RTOL,T,TOUT,Y,J 

DOUBLE PRECISION T1,VR,EFFLUX,CH,P1 

DIMENSION Y(5),ATOL(5),RWORK(100),rWORK(20) 

E^TEGER TEy[E,N 

COMMON CH,P1 

OPEN (UNIT = 8,Fn:.E = "MODELl.DAT") 

C NOTES 

c LSODE FE:.ES L S D P 2 , F O R A N D L S D P 3 , F O R N E E D S T O B E BMCLUDED 

C FOR THIS PROGRAM TO RUN 

C INITL\L CONDITION 

C Y(l), Y(2), Y(3) = GATDsTG PARAMETER 

C Y(4) = CYTOSOLIC CA 

C Y(5) = SR CA 

Y(l)=0,9128 

Y(2)=0,00025 

Y(3)=0,0 

Y(4)=0,100 

Y(5)=1000 

T=0,0 

Tl = 250,0 
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N = T1*100 

VR = 0,035 

TOUT=Tl/N 

C LSODE PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS 

NEQ=5 

RTOL=l.D-6 

rroL=2 

ATOL(l)=l.D-6 

ATOL(2)=l,D-6 

ATOL(3)=l.D-6 

ATOL(4)=l.D-6 

ATOL(5)=l,D-6 

rrASK=l 

ISTATE=1 

IOPT=0 

LRW=100 

LrW=20 

MF=10 

C ESfTEGRATE Esf EQUALLY SPACED SEGMENTS USING A DO-LOOP 

DO10K=l,N 

CALL 

LSODE(FEX,NEQ,Y,T,TOUT,nOL,RTOL,ATOL,nASK,ISTATE, 

1 IOPT,RWORK,LRW,IWORK,LIW,JAC,MF) 
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T=TOUT 

TOUT=T+Tl/N 

C PRmT OUT RESULTS 

TEVIE=T 

EFFLUX =VR*CH*Y(2)*(Y(5) - Y(4)) 

WRrrE(8,100) T,Y( 1),Y(2),Y(3),Y(4),Y(5),EFFLUX 

10 CONTEsrUE 

100 FORMAT(F4,0,2X,F6,4,2X,F6,4,2X,F6,4,2X,F8,4,2X,F9.0,2X,F9.4) 

CLOSE (8) 

END 

^********************* SUBROUTINE FCN ****************************** 

C THIS SUBROUTE^E CALCULATES THE DERFVATIVE OF EACH 

C DEPENDENT VARL\BLE WFIH RESPECT TO X, YDOT(I). 

C ^ f *if ^f ^1^ ^ f ^J^ ^ ^ *J^ ^X* ^ ^ *^ ^ ^ %^ %^ %^ ^4# *^ ^ ^ ^ # ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ %^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^4# %2̂  ^ j ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ %2̂  ̂ ^ %^ %^ %^ M^ %^ %^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^f# x^^ * ^ x ^ ^x^ * j ^ ^ # ^ ^ ^ ^ x ^ ^£^ ^0 ^^ 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^0 %±0 fctf* ̂ ^ t̂f* ^ ^ 
*•* 'T* ' ^ *•* *•* ' i * ^ ^ *T* ' ^ ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * 'T* ^ * ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^* * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^* ^* ^* ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^R ^ » ^ ^ ^R # ^ ^K 

SUBROUTBSIE FEX(NEQ,T,Y,YDOT) 

DOUBLE PRECISION T,Y,YDOT 

DOUBLE PRECISION VR,P1,P2,Q1,Q2,G1,G2,FREQ,AMP,M0T,KLS 

DOUBLE PRECISION Ll,L_l,L2,L_2,CH,CO,M,J,F0,PO,CHPO,K 

EsfTEGER TI,NEQ 

COMMON CH,P1 

DEVIENSION Y(5),YDOT(5) 

C PARAMETERS 

PI=222 
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P2=0.12 

CH = 364 

IF (T,GE.50) THEN 

n^ (T,LE.200) THEN 

Pl=0.3*222 

ENDIF 

ENDIF 

KLS = 2500 

Ll=15 

L_l=7.6 

L2=0.8 

L_2=0.84 

FO = 0.00025 

PO= 1000**2/(1000**2+KLS**2) 

K = FO/PO 

CHPO = K*(Y(5)**2)/(KLS**2+Y(5)**2) 

LI = (K*L_1*((L_2/L2)*(Y(5)**2)+Y(4)*Y(5)**2)) 

+ /((L_2/L2)*Y(4)*(KLS**2+Y(5)**2)-K*Y(4)**2*Y(5)**2 

+ - K*(L_2/L2)*Y(4)*Y(5)**2) 

YDOT(l)=L_l*Y(2)+L_2*(l-Y(l)-Y(2)-Y(3))-(Ll+L2)*Y(l)*Y(4) 

YDOT(2)=-L_l*Y(2)+L_2*Y(3)+(Ll*Y(l)-L2*Y(2))*Y(4) 

YDOT(3)=-(L_l+L_2)*Y(3)+(L2*Y(2)+Ll*(l-Y(l)-Y(2)-Y(3)))*Y(4) 

YD0T(4)= 0 
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YDOT(5) = -G1*(Y(5)-Y(4)) + (Pl*(Y(4)**2.))/(P2**2,-hY(4)**2.) 

+ -CH*Y(2)*(Y(5)-Y(4)) 

RETURN 

END 

(-;*************************** SUBROUTINE FCNJ ************************ 

C THIS IS A DUMMY SUBROUTE^E SINCE MF IS EQUAL TO 10 

^ ' ^ s l ^ s l f ^ 1 ^ ^Lf ^ t ^ 1 ^ ^If ^If ^0 *^ ^ ^ ^ ^ x ^ ^ ^ %^ ^£# ^ ^ x ^ x j^ ^ ^ ^ ^ x ^ ^ ^ x j ^ %^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ x ^ x ^ x j^ %^ xJj ^ ^ ^X^ fcLg *J^ %|^ ^ 1 ^ xl^ «i^ ^L0 ^L0 ml0 %l0 %J^ «J^ fcl^ ^ ^ x j j ^ ^ ^X^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ %^ %^ ^ ^ x ^ x ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^0 

SUBROUTINE JAC(NEQ,T,Y,ML,MU,PD,NRPD) 

DOUBLE PRECISION PD,T,Y 

DEVIENSION Y(5),PD(NRPD,5) 

RETURN 

END 
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C,2 The Whole Cell Ca dynamics Model (The Hybrid Model) 

THE HYBRE) MODEL 

IMPLICrr DOUBLEPRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 

DOUBLEPRECISION KSR,KLS,KMDN,KCSQN 

DEVIENSION Y(2),YDOT(2) 

E^TEGER TEMP,CYC,MOT 

OPEN (UNFT = 8,FB:.E = "WHOLECELL2.DAT") 

OPEN (UNIT = 10,FILE ="FLUXES2.DAT") 

SET KDL\S 0 OR 1 TO TURN OFF OR ON THE DL\STOLIC 

EFFECTS RESPECTIVELY 

SET KSYS 0 OR 1 TO TURN OFF OR ON THE SYSTOLIC EFFECTS 

KDIAS=1 

KSYS = 1 

/MODEL PARAMETERS/ 

FLUX ES[ITL\LIZATIONS 

SYSREL = 0 

SYSUP = 0 

SYSSL = 0 

SLD = 0 

SRD = 0 

SRCHD = 0 

SRLEAKD = 0 
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SLLEAKD = 0 

c MODEL PARAMETERS 

VR = 0.035 

CH=15.0 

VSR = 100 

KSR = 0.209 

VREV = 0 

Ql = 10 

Q2 = 0.1 

G1=0.00 

G2 = 0.00304 

KLS =2500. 

CO =1500. 

M = 2. 

C BUFFER PARAMETERS 

CMDNTOT =75 

KMDN = 2,38 

CSQNTOT= 15000 

KCSQN = 800 

C TDVIE OF BSfTEGRATION AND NUMBER OF STEPS 

T l=200 

N = 20000 

C CsinL\L CONDmONS 
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SRO = 997.2735 

C ACO = 0.1 

Y(1)=CAC0 

Y(2)=SR0 

T=0.0 

TOUT=Tl/N 

C CYCLE TIME AND MEAN OPEN TIME OF THE SR CHANNELS 

CYC = 50 

MOT = 10 

R=0.1 

C ESfTEGRATE ES[ EQUALLY SPACED SEGMENTS USESfG A DO-LOOP 

DO10K=l,N 

IF((K.GE,N/4),AND,(K,LT,3*N/4)) THEN 

CH = 3 

F = 0.1 

ELSE 

CH=15,0 

F = 0.5 

ENDIF 

IF(KSYS,EQ, 1)THEN 

IF (MOD(K,CYC),EQ,0) THEN 

PO = Y(2)**2.0/(KLS**2.0 -\- Y(2)=^*2,0) 

TW = (SR0**2,0 + KLS**2,0)/(SR0**2,0) 
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Y(l))**2,0))) 

SYSREL = TW*F*P0*Y(2) 

CURR =1.939 

SYSTEMP = SYSREL 

CURRTEMP = CURR 

TEMP = K 

ELSE 

SYSREL = 0 

CURR = 0 

ENDIF 

IF(MOD(K-MOT,CYC).EQ.O) THEN 

SYSUP = (CURRTEMP + VR*SYSTEMP)*(1-R) 

SYSSL = (CURRTEMP -h VR *SYSTEMP)*R 

ELSE 

SYSUP = 0 

SYSSL = 0 

ENDIF 

BI = 1.0/(1,0 + (CMDNTOT/((KMDN + 0,1)**2,0))) 

Y(l) = Y(l) + (VR*SYSREL + CURR - SYSUP - SYSSL)*BI 

Y(2) = Y(2) -SYSREL + SYSUP/VR 

IF(KDL\S.EQ.1)THEN 

IF (K,GT.(TEMP+MOT)) THEN 

BI = 1,0/(1.0 + (CMDNTOT/((KMDN + 
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Y(2))**2,0))) 

VREV*Y(2)**2, 

BII = 1,0/(1.0 + (CSQNTOT/((KCSQN -\-

TW = (SR0**2 + KLS**2)/(SR0**2) 

PO = TW*0.02*(Y(2)**2)/(KLS**2 + Y(2)**2.) 

SRPUMP = (VSR*Y(1)**2/(KSR + Y(l))**2) 

+ 

+ 

YDOT( 1 )=(VR*G 1 *(Y(2)-Y( 1 ))-HG2*(C0-Y( 1)) -

(Q1*(Y(1)**M))/(Q2**M+Y(1)**M) 

+ VR*(CH*PO*(Y(2)-Y(l))) -SRPUMP + CURR)*BI 

YDOT(2) = (-G1*(Y(2)-Y(1)) -hSRPUMP/VR 

-CH*PO*(Y(2)-0,l))*Bn 

Y(l) = Y(l) + (TOUT-T)*YDOT(l) 

Y(2) = Y(2) -\- (TOUT-T)*YDOT(2) 

SRD = (VSR*Y(1)**2/(KSR -H Y(1) )**2) -

VREV*Y(2)**2. 

SRCHD= VR*CH*PO*(Y(2)-Y(l)) 

SLD = (Ql*Y(l)**2)/(Q2**2-hY(l)**2) 

SRLEAKD = VR*G1*(Y(2)-Y(1)) 

SLLEAKD = G2*(C0-Y(1)) 

ELSE 

SRD=0 

SRCHD = 0 

SLD = 0 
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SRLEAKD = 0 

SLLEAKD = 0 

ENDIF 

ENDIF 

ELSE 

BI = 1.0/(1,0 -\- (CMDNTOT/((KMDN -\- Y(l))**2,0))) 

BE = 1,0/(1,0 + (CSQNTOT/((KCSQN + Y(2))**2,0))) 

TW = (1007**2 -h KLS**2)/( 1007**2) 

PO = TW*0,02*(Y(2)**2)/(KLS**2 + Y(2)**2.) 

SRPUMP = (VSR*Y(1)**2/(KSR + Y(l))**2) - VREV*Y(2)**2, 

YDOT(l)=(VR*Gl*(Y(2)-Y(l))+G2*(CO-Y(l))-

+ (Ql*(Y(l)**M))/(Q2**M-hY(l)**M) 

+ + VR*(CH*PO*(Y(2)-Y(l))) -SRPUMP + CURR)*BI 

YDOT(2) = (-G1*(Y(2)-Y(1)) +SRPUMP/VR 

-I- -CH*PO*(Y(2)-0.1))*Bn 

Y(l) = Y(l) -h (TOUT-T)*YDOT(l) 

Y(2) = Y(2) + (TOUT-T)*YDOT(2) 

SRD = (VSR*Y(1)**2/(KSR -i- Y(l))**2) - VREV*Y(2)**2. 

SRCHD= VR*CH*P0*(Y(2)-Y(1)) 

SLD = (Q1*Y(1)**2)/(Q2**2+Y(1)**2) 

SRLEAKD = VR*G1*(Y(2)-Y(1)) 

SLLEAKD = G2*(C0-Y(1)) 

ENDIF 
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T=TOUT 

TOUT=T+Tl/N 

C PRBSfT OUT RESULTS 

SL = SLD+SYSSL 

SR = SRD + SYSUP 

SRCH= SRCHD + SYSREL*VR 

SRLEAK = SRLEAKD 

SLLEAK = SLLEAKD 

IF (Y(2).LE.O) THEN 

CASR = 100.0 

ELSE 

CASR = Y(2) 

ENDIF 

WRrrE(8,100) T,Y(1),CASR 

WRFTE (10,105) T,SR,SRCH,SL,SRLEAK,SLLEAK 

10 CONTBMUE 

100 FORMAT(F6.2,2X,F12.4,2X,F12.4,2X) 

105 FORMAT(F6.2,2X,5(F8.4,2X)) 

CLOSE (8) 

CLOSE (10) 

END 
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C.3 Tang and Othmer 2 eqn. Model 

C T&O 2-EQN MODEL 

EVIPLICrr DOUBLEPRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 

EXTERNAL FEX,JAC 

DOUBLE PRECISION ATOL,RWORK,RTOL,T,TOUT 

DOUBLE PRECISION VR,Pl,P2,Ql,Q2,Gl,G2,CH,CO 

DOUBLE PRECISION Y,J,PO,VSR,JPUMP,KSR 

DOUBLE PRECISION CASRD, CASRS,KLS,VREV,VMF,VMR,KMF,KMR 

DOUBLE PRECISION SRSS,SRDS,DELS,JPOT, VAR4(5), VAR5(5) 

DOUBLE PRECISION VAR(5), VAR2(5), VAR1(5), VAR3(5),PAR(5) 

DEVIENSION Y(2),ATOL(2),RWORK(52),IWORK(20),YDOT(2) 

E^JTEGER TIME,I,N,K 

C RWORK DEVIENSIONS:20 -H 16*NEQ NONSTIFF 

C 22 + 9*NEQ -h NEQ**2 STIFF 

C IWORK DEVIENSIONS: 20 NONSTIFF 

C 20 + NEQ 

COMMON /PARAMETERS/ 

VR,KLS,Pl,P2,Ql,Q2,Gl,G2,CH,PO,J,CO,JPUMP,VSR, 

+KSR,VREV,JPOT,VMF,KMF,VMR,KMR,N,K,QFL 

OPEN (UNIT = 8,FE:.E = "TOMODEL.DAT") 

OPEN (UNFI = 10,FILE ="FLUXES,DAT") 

OPEN (UNIT = 80, Fn.E = "SSPLOT,DAT") 
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DO 500 I = -1,1 

PAR(I-h2) =2+0,0001*1*2 

JPOT = PAR(I+2) 

C KMF = 0.12 

C TBVIE OF BSfTEGRATION AND NUMBER OF STEPS 

Tl =200 

N = 20000 

C BSfrrL\L CONDITIONS 

Y(l)=0.1 

Y(2)=1000 

T=0.0 

TOUT=Tl/N 

C LSODE PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS 

K = 0 

NEQ=2 

RTOL=l.D-6 

ITOL=2 

ATOL(l)=l.D-6 

ATOL(2)=l.D-6 

rrASK=l 

ISTATE=1 

IOPT=0 

LRW=52 
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LrW=20 

MF=10 

C BMTEGRATE ESf EQUALLY SPACED SEGMENTS U S ^ G A DO-LOOP 

DO10K=l,N 

CALL FEX(NEQ,T,Y,YDOT) 

Y(1) = Y(1)+YDOT(1)*0.01 

Y(2) = Y(2) + YDOT(2)*0.01 

T=TOUT 

TOUT=T-i-Tl/N 

C PRE ĴT OUT RESULTS 

TEVIE=T 

SL = (Q1*Y(1)**2)/(Q2**2+Y(1)**2) 

SR = JPUMP 

SRCH= VR*CH*PO*(Y(2)-Y(l)) 

SRLEAK = VR*G1*(Y(2)-Y(1)) 

SLLEAK = G2*(CO-Y(l)) 

IF (I.EQ.O) THEN 

WRITE(8,100) T,Y(1),Y(2) 

WRFTE (10,105) T,SR,SRCH,SL,SRLEAK,SLLEAK 

ENDIF 

IF (K.EQ. 17999) THEN 

CHD = SRCH 

ENDIF 
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IF (K.EQ. 18000) THEN 

CHS = SRCH 

ENDIF 

ff (K.EQ. 17999) THEN 

CASRD = Y(2) 

CACD = Y(1) 

VUPD = SR 

SLD = SL 

SLEAKD = SRLEAK 

ENDIF 

IF(K.EQ.18010)THEN 

CASRS = Y(2) 

CACS = Y(1) 

VUPS = SR 

SLS = SL 

SLEAKS = SRLEAK 

ENDIF 

10 CONTBVfUE 

WRITE(80,100)PAR(I-h2),CASRD,CASRS,(CACS-CACD) 

WRrrE(*,*)PAR(I+2) 

WRrrE(*,*) I 

VARl(I+2) = CASRD 

VAR2(I+2) = CASRS 
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VAR3(I-f-2) = CACS - CACD 

VAR4(I+2) = CHD 

VAR5(I+2) = CHS 

C VAR(I+2) = SLD 

500 CONTESfUE 

SRSS = ((VAR2(3) - VAR2(1))*PAR(2))/(VAR2(2)*(PAR(3)-PAR(1))) 

SRSD = ((VAR1(3) - VAR1(1))*PAR(2))/(VAR1(2)*(PAR(3)-PAR(1))) 

DELS = ((VAR3(3) - VAR3(1))*PAR(2))/(VAR3(2)*(PAR(3)-PAR(1))) 

SSFLUXS = ((VAR5(3) - VAR5(1))*PAR(2))/(VAR5(2)*(PAR(3)-PAR(1))) 

SSFLUXD = ((VAR4(3) - VAR4(1))*PAR(2))/(VAR4(2)*(PAR(3)-PAR(1))) 

WRITE(*,*) "SRSS",SRSS 

WRrTE(*,*) "SRSD",SRSD 

WRITE(*,*) "DELS",DELS 

WRITE(*,*) "SSFLUXS", SSFLUXS 

WRITE(*,*) "SSFLUXD", SSFLUXD 

100 FORMAT(F8,3,2X,F10.4,2X,F9,4,2X,F9,4) 

105 FORMAT(F6.3,2X,5(F8,4,2X)) 

CLOSE (8) 

CLOSE (10) 

CLOSE (80) 

END 

/-i********************* SUBROUTINE FCN ****************************** 

C THIS SUBROUTBSfE CALCULATES THE DERFVATIVE OF 
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C EACH DEPENDENT 

C VARL\BLE WFTH RESPECT TO X, YDOT(I), 

( 2 ] * * * * * * * * * 5 ( : * * * * * * H ; * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

SUBROUTEsfE FEX(NEQ,T,Y,YDOT) 

EVIPLICrr DOUBLEPRECISION(A-H,0-Z) 

EsfTEGER N,CYC, MOT,K 

DOUBLE PRECISION T,Y,YDOT 

DOUBLE PRECISION VR,KLS,P1,P2,Q1,Q2,G1,G2,FREQ,AMP 

DOUBLE PRECISION Ll,L_l,L2,L_2,CH,CO,M,J,PO,JPUMP 

DOUBLEPRECISION KSR,VSR,VREV,JPOT 

DOUBLE PRECISION KMF,KMR,VMF,VMR 

INTEGER TI,NEQ 

DOUBLE PRECISION CMDNTOT,CSQNTOT,KMCSQN,KMCMDN,BI,BSR 

DEVIENSION Y(2),YDOT(2) 

COMMON /PARAMETERS/ 

VR,KLS ,P 1 ,P2,Q 1 ,Q2,G 1 ,G2,CH,PO,J,CO, JPUMP, VSR, 

-h KSR,VREV,JPOT,VMF,KMF,VMR,KMR,N,K,QFL 

C PARAMETERS 

VR=0.035 

Y2 = 1000 

QFL=25 

Q2=0.5 

G 1=0.00 
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G2=0.0006641 

CH= 15 

POI = 0.02 

C0= 1500.0 

M = 2, 

BUFFERING TERMS 

CMDNTOT = 75 

CSQNTOT= 15000 

KMCSQN = 800 

KMCMDN = 2,38 

MOT=10 

CYC = 200 

JPOT = 2 

JPOT = 0 

KLS = 2500 

TI=T*FREQ 

KMF =0.12 

VMF = 30 

VMR =30 

KMR = 6000 

ULTA = ((Y2**2)/(Y2**2 + 2500**2))**-l 

IF (MOD(K,CYC).LE,MOT) THEN 

PO=ULTA*0.7*(Y(2)**2/(Y(2)**2 + KLS**2)) 
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J=JPOT 

Ql = QFL 

ELSE 

PO = ULTA*POI*(Y(2)**2/(Y(2)**2 + KLS**2)) 

Q1=QFL 

J = 0 

ENDIF 

IF ((T.GE.50).AND.(T.LE.250)) THEN 

CH = CH*1.0 

ENDBF 

BUFFERBSJG MULTIPLYBSfG FACTORS 

BI =1.0/(1.0+ (CMDNTOT*KMCMDN)/((KMCMDN + Y(l))**2.)) 

BSR = 1,0/(1.0+ (CSQNTOT*KMCSQN)/((KMCSQN + Y(2))**2.)) 

JPUMP = (VMF*(Y(1)/KMF)**2.-VMR*(Y(2)/KMR)**2.)/ 

+ (1+(Y(1)/KMF)**2,+(Y(2)/KMR)**2,) 

YDOT(l)=(G2*(CO-Y(l)) -

+ (Q1*(Y(1)**M))/(Q2**M+Y(1)**M) 

+ + VR*(CH*PO*(Y(2)-Y(l))) -JPUMP + J)*BI 

YDOT(1) = 0 

YDOT(2) = (JPUMP/VR 

+ -CH*PO*(Y(2)-Y(l))) 

RETURN 

END 
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^*************************** SUBROUTINE FCNJ ************************ 

C THIS IS A DUMMY SUBROUTINE SESfCE MF IS EQUAL TO 10 

(^*********:t :*: ( : : f : : ( : :»: : ( : : j : : ( : : ) . : j c * * * * ; i : * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

SUBROUTESfEJAC(NEQ,T.Y,ML,MU,PD,NRPD) 

DOUBLE PRECISION PD,T,Y 

DEVIENSION Y(2),PD(NRPD,2) 

RETURN 

END 
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C,4 Snvders Mechanistic Whole Cell Model 

(^**************************** ABSTRACT ***************************** 

C THIS PROGRAM USES A 4™-RDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD TO 

C ESfTEGRATE A SYSTEM OF FIRST-ORDER ODE'S, THE USER SUPPLIES THE 

C INFTL^L CONDITIONS AND THE FINAL VALUE OF X, AS WELL AS THE 

C EQUATIONS FOR F(X,Y), THIS PROGRAM USES A STEP SIZE REGULATOR 

C SO THAT THE STEP SIZE DX RESULTS IN A MAXBVIUM FRACTIONAL 

C CHANGE IN ANY Y. 

p**************************** jsjQj^/jgjsj(^LA.TURE************************* 

C DXPNT- THE PRE^T E^TERVAL 

C FUNCT- THE NAME OF THE SUBROUTINE THAT CALCULATES F(X,Y) 

C IPNT- PRBSfT FLAG (=0 NO PRESfT; =1 PRINT) 

C N- THE NUMBER OF DEPENDENT VARL\BLES 

C P- THE MAXBVIUM PERCENTAGE CHANGE OF ANY Y(I) 

C X- THE EVDEPENDENT VARIABLE 

C XMAX- THE FBsfAL VALUE OF X 

C Y- THE FFH DEPENDENT VARL\BLE 

/ ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

BVIPLICFT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

DEVIENSION Y(6),DYDX(6),CAY(6),Y 1(6) 

COMMON VMAXNACAX, Kl, KOFFS, K0N2 

C EXTERNAL STATEMENT FOR DERIVATIVE SUBROUTINE 
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EXTERNAL FUNCT 

OPEN (UNFT = 8,FILE = "SNYDERRK,DAT") 

OPEN (UNFI = 9,FILE = "SNYDERRK2.DAT") 

C SPECIFY BSfPUT DATA 

C Y( 1),Y(2) GATING PARAMETER 

C Y(3) CALSEQUESTREsf CONCENTRATION 

C Y(4) FUZZY SPACE CA CONCENTRATION 

C Y(5) CYTOSOLIC CA CONCENTRATION 

C Y(6) SR CALCIUM CONCENTRATION 

X=0.0 

N=6 

Y(l)=0.03 

Y(2)=0.291 

Y(3)= 2565 

Y(4)=0.123 

Y(5)=0.1 

Y(6)=301 

XMAX=100. 

P=0,0001 

DXPNT=0.01 

IPNT=1 

C CALL RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD 

CALLRKUTTA(FUNCT,N,P,X,Y,XMAX,DXPNT,IPNT,CAY,Y1,DYDX) 
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STOP 

CLOSE(8) 

CLOSE(9) 

END 

(21***************************** ABSTRACT ***************************** 

C THIS SUBROUTmE CALLS SUBROUTBSfE RKl AT EACH PRBsfT INTERVAL 

C AND PRBSfTS OUT THE BSfTERMEDL\TE RESULTS IF ffNT=l. 

/^:j:H:**** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * NO\/1T^Nr~'l A T I TT?p****** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

C DXPNT-THE PRINT EsfTERVAL 

C DXP- THE INTERNALLY CALCULATED PRBSfT BSfTERVAL 

C F- THE NAME OF THE SUBROUTBSfE THAT CALCULATES F(X,Y) 

C ffNT- PRBSfT FLAG (=0 NO PRINT; =1 PRINT) 

C N- THE NUMBER OF DEPENDENT VARL\BLES 

C NS- THE NUMBER OF PRBSfT EsfTERVAL STEPS 

C PRO-THE PRBSfT BSfTERVAL NEAR XMAX 

C X- THE INDEPENDENT VARL\BLE 

C XF- THE VALUE OF X AT THE END OF THE PRJNT INTERVAL 

C XO- THE VALUE OF X AT THE BEGB^NING OF THE PRBSfT BSfTERVAL 

C XMAX- THE FBSfAL VALUE OF X 

C Y(I)- THE FFH DEPENDENT VARL\BLE 

/ - > * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

SUBROUTBSfE RKUTTA(F,N,P,X,Y,XMAX,DXPNT,IPNT,CAY,Y1 ,DYDX) 

BVIPLICFT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
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Dm4ENSIONY(6),DYDX(6),CAY(6),Yl(6) 

DOUBLE PRECISION Kl 

COMMON VMAXNACAX, Kl, KOFFS, KON2 

EXTERNAL F 

C PRINT INFFL^L CONDFFIONS IF H^NT = 1 

IF(BPNT,EQ,1)THEN 

WRFFE(6,10)X,( Y( J), J= 1 ,N) 

WRrrE(8,10)X,(Y(J),J= 1 ,N) 

ENDIF 

C CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF STEPS PER DXPNT 

DXP=DXPNT 

NS=XMAX/DXPNT + 1 

XO=X 

PRO=XM AX-DXPNT*DFLOAT(NS-1) 

C CALL SUBROUTB^E RK TB:. X = X M A X 

DO 1000 1=1,NS 

IF(I.EQ.NS)DXP=PRO 

IF((I.EQ.NS).AND.(PRO.LT.l.E-6))GO TO 1000 

XF=XO+DXP 

C CALL SUBROUTINE RK 

CALL RK(F,N,P,XO,XF,Y,CAY,Yl,DYDX) 

C PRBSfT BsfTERMEDIATE RESULTS IF IPNT=1 

IF(IPNT.EQ.1)THEN 
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C WRFTE(6,10)XF,(Y(J),J=1,N), Y(l)*(l-Y(2)) 

WRFTE(8,10)XF,(Y(J),J= 1 ,N), Y( 1 )*( 1 -Y(2)) 

WRrTE(9,*) XF,VMAXNACAX,K1 

ENDff 

10 FORMAT( F12.5,3X ,6(F14.7,3X), F14.7) 

C INCREMENT X 

1000 XO=XO+DXP 

RETURN 

END 

^************************ ABSTRACT ******************************** 

C THIS APPLIES A FOURTH-ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD FOR THE 

B^JTEGRATION OF A SYSTEM OF ODE'S FROM X=XO TO X=XF. 

(2;************************** jsjQjy[gĵ pT ATURE************************** 

C CAY(I)- A VECTOR USED TO STORE THE SLOPES OF DEPENDENT 

VARL^BLE I 

C AT THE BEGE^NBSfG, MEDDLE AND END OF A STEP DX 

C DX-THE STEP SIZE FOR X 

CX DXM- THE MBsfBVIUM STEP SIZE DX 

C DYDX(I)- THE DERIVATIVE OF Y(I) WFTH RESPECT TO X 

C F- THE NAME OF THE SUBROUTBSfE THAT CALCULATES F(X,Y) 

C IPNT- PRE^T FLAG (=0 NO PRBSfT; =1 PRBSfT) 

C N- THE NUMBER OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

C NS- THE NUMBER OF PRBSfT BSfTERVAL STEPS 
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C PRO- THE PRBSfT INTERVAL NEAR XMAX 

C X- THE B^DEPENDENT VARIABLE 

C XF- THE VALUE OF X AT THE END OF THE PRBSfT BSfTERVAL 

C XO- THE VALUE OF X AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PRBSfT INTERVAL 

C Y(I)- THE FTH DEPENDENT VARL\BLE 

C Y1(I)- AN INTERNALLY USED VALUE OF THE FFH DEPENDENT VARIABLE 

(2;********************************************************************** 

SUBROUTBSfE RK(F,N,P,XO,XF,Y,CAY,Y1 ,DYDX) 

B4PLICFF REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

DEVIENSION Y(6),DYDX(6),CAY(6),Y 1(6) 

EXTERNAL F 

X=XO 

C BEGB^ FIERATIVE CALCULATION LOOP 

1 CALL F(N,X,Y,DYDX) 

C STEP SIZE CALCULATION 

DDD=DYDX(1) 

IF(DABS(DYDX(1)).LT.1.E-10)DDD=1.E-10 

DXM=DABS(P*Y(1)/DDD/100.) 

C DETERMBSfE THE MBSfBVIUM STEP SIZE DX BASED UPON A P% CHANGE 

DO 2 I=2,N 

IF(DYDX(I).LT,1,E-10)GO TO 2 

TEST=DABS(P*Y(I)/DYDX(I)/100,) 

IF(TEST.LT.DXM)DXM=TEST 
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2 CONTmUE 

C .MAKE SURE THAT X DOES NOT EXCEED XF 

IF(DXM,LT. 1 ,E-4)DXM= 1 ,E-4 

DX=DXM 

XT=X+DX 

IF(XT.GT.XF)DX=XF-X 

C SETKl 

DO 33 1=1,N 

CAY(I)=DYDX(I) 

33 Yl(I)=Y(I)+DYDX(I)*DX/2. 

Xl=X+DX/2. 

CALL F(N,X1.Y1,DYDX) 

C SETK2 

DO 34 1=1,N 

CAY(I)=CAY(I)+2.*DYDX(I) 

34 Yl(I)=Y(I)+DYDX(I)*DX/2. 

CALL F(N,X1,Y1,DYDX) 

C SETK3 

DO 35 1=1.N 

CAY(I)=CAY(I)+2.*DYDX(I) 

35 Y1(D=Y(D+DYDX(I)*DX 

X1=X+DX 

CALL F(N,X1.Y1,DYDX) 
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C SET K4 AND CALCULATE NEW VALUES OF Y(I) 

DO 36 1=1,N 

CAY(I)=CAY(I)+DYDX(I) 

36 Y(I)=Y(I)+DX*CAY(I)/6. 

C BSfCREMENTX 

100 X=X+DX 

IF(X.LT.XF)GO TO 1 

RETURN 

END 

C *l» ^0 ^U ^U ^ f *1* ^U *^ *1* *1* *A* ^U *X* *X* ^U ^U «!• ^U ^U *1^ ^1* xjg ^U «lv ^ ^ A T ^ /**t f • 1 I ^ A • ^ f I 1 ^> ^i^ ̂ ^ ^ * «^ %^ %^ *|* « ^ ^U ^U ^U ^U ^U *t» ̂ 1# xl# ^ f ^^ «it» *X* «A* *1* ^ * ^ f ^U ^^ «^ ^U *1* *la «±r 
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C THIS SUBROUTBSfE CALCULATES THE DERIVATIVE OF Y(I) WFFH 

C RESPECT TO X, DYDX(I). THE USER SUPPLIES THE EQUATIONS FOR 

C DYDX(I). 

( ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

SUBROUTBSfE FUNCT(NEQ,T,Y,YDOT) 

DOUBLE PRECISION T,Y,YDOT, FREQ 

DOUBLE PRECISION KONl, KOFFl, K0N2, KOFF2, KONS, BMAXS, 

KOFFS 

DOUBLE PRECISION KS, Rt, KF, Kl, VMAXNACAX, KMNACAX, RO 

ESfTEGER K 

COMMON VMAXNACAX, Kl, KOFFS. K0N2 

DOUBLE PRECISION BMAXFl, BMAXF2, KBFl, KBF2, VF 

DOUBLE PRECISION BUFFERF 
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DOUBLE PRECISION VMAXS, KMS, BMAXC, KBC, VC, BUFFERC, PUMP 

DOUBLE PRECISION DYEC, KBDYE 

DOUBLE PRECISION VS 

DmiENSION Y(6),YDOT(6) 

ESfTEGER TI 

PARAMETERS 

KONl =2000 

KOFFl =KON 1*0.7 

KON2= 13 

K0FF2 = KON2*0.3 

KONS = 8772D-6 

BMAXS = 8000 

KOFFS=KONS*638 

KS = 9 

Rt = 0.15 

KF = 2500 

Kl = 0.002043 

CAE = 2000 

VMAXNACAX =1800 

KMNACAX=36 

BMAXFl = 200 

BMAXF2 = 17 

KBFl = 1100 
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KBF2= 13 

VF = 0.0013 

VMAXS = 525 

KMS = 0.25 

BMAXC = 120 

KBC = 0.96 

DYEC = 50 

KBDYE = 0.2 

VC = 0,9287 

VS = 0,07 

FREQ = 0,25 

TI = T*FREQ 

IF (((T*FREQ)-TI).LE.(0.02*FREQ)) THEN 

Kl=0 .2 

VMAXNACAX=0 

ELSE 

Kl = 4.3434d-5 

VMAXNACAX = 1200 

ENDIF 

EQUATIONS 

RO = Y(l)*(l-Y(2)) 

IF(RO.GE.0.15)THEN 

KOFFS = l,6*KONS*638 
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ELSE 
KOFFS = KONS*638 

ENDIF 

IF (Y(3),LE.500) THEN 

KON2= 10*13 

ELSE 

KON2=13 

ENDIF 

YD0T(1)= KONl*Y(4)*(l-Y(l)) - (KOFFl*KOFFl*Y(l))/(KONl*Y(4)) 

YDOT(2)=KON2*Y(4)*(l-Y(2))-KOFF2*Y(2) 

YDOT(3) = KONS*Y(6)*(BMAXS-Y(3)) - KOFFS*Y(3) 

BUFFERF = ((BMAXF1*KBF1)/((Y(4)+KBF1)**2,)) + 

+ ((BMAXF2*KBF2)/((Y(4)+KBF2)**2,)) + VF 

YDOT(4) = (KS*R0*(Y(6) - Y(4))-(YDOT(l)+YDOT(2))*Rt 

+ - KF*(Y(4)-Y(5))+K1 *(CAE-Y(4)) 

+ -((VMAXNACAX*Y(4))/(KMNACAX+Y(4))))/BUFFERF 

BUFFERC = ((BMAXC*KBC)/((Y(4)+KBC)**2.)) + 

+ ((DYEC*KBDYE)/((Y(4)+KBDYE)**2.))+ VC 

PUMP = (VMAXS*(Y(5)*Y(5)-(Y(6)/7000)**2.))/ 

+ (KMS*KMS+Y(5)*Y(5)+ (Y(6)/7000)**2.) 

YDOT(5) = (KF*(Y(4)-Y(5))-PUMP)/BUFFERC 

YDOT(6) = ((PUMP-KS*RO*(Y(6)-Y(4)))/VS) - YDOT(3) 

RETURN 

END 
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C.4 Blurring and De-blurring of Confocal spark images (IDE CODE) 

PRO BLURRBSfG 

NMAX=140 

NTMAX=71 

CLOSE, 1 

; TBVIE STEPS 

; DISTANCE STEPS 

OPENR, 1,'D:\CALCRJM RESEARCH\TASK2\CADYE,DAT' ; READ BSfPUT 

DATA 

CALCnJM=DBLARR(NMAX,NTMAX) ; DEFB^E THE BSfPUT 

MATRIX 

READF, 1,CALCIUM 

FREE.LUN, 1 

CLOSE, 1 

DR=(30,0)/(NTMAX-1) ; DISTANCE STEP 

DX=DR 

DY=DR 

DZ=DR 

DT=0.3/(NMAX-1) 

CABLUR=DBLARR(NMAX,NTMAX) 

CARDYE=DBLARR(NMAX,NTMAX) 

CA(R,T) 

CALDYE=DBLARR(32,32,32) 

; TBVIE STEP 

; BLURRED CA(R,T) 

;RECONSTRUCTED 

;BSfPUT CAD YE MATRDC 

BSf A BOX FOR EACH TBVIE STEP 
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CALBLUR=DBLARR(32,32,32) ;BLURRED CAD YE MATRIX TN 

A BOX FOR EACH TIME STEP 

FCALDYE=DCOMPLEXARR(32,32,32) ;FT OF CALDYE 

FCALBLUR=DCOMPLEXARR(32,32,32) ;FT OF CALBLUR 

FRCALDYE=DCOMPLEXARR(32,32,32) ;FT OF CALRDYE 

CALRDYE=DBLARR(32,32,32) ;RECONSTRUCTED CAD YE 

MATRIX m BOX FOR EACH TBVIE STEP 

CARDYE=DBLARR(NMAX,NTMAX) ; RECONSTRUCTED 

CAD YE 

PSSF=DBLARR(32,32,32) ; PSF MATRIX BSf BOX 

FPSF=DCOMPLEXARR(32,32,32) ; FT OF PSF MATRIX 

BSfTEG=0.0 

FORX=0,31DOBEGBSf 

FORY=0,31DOBEGB^J ; CONSTRUCT PSF 

MATRIX 

FORZ=0,31DOBEGESf 

PSSF(X,Y,Z)=EXP(-0,5*(X*DR/0,225)^2-

0.5*(Y*DR/0.225)^2-0.5*(Z*DR/.628)^2) 

INTEG=B^TEG+PSSF(X,Y,Z) 

ENDFOR 

ENDFOR 

ENDFOR 

PSSF=PSSF* 1.25E4*(0.8291) 
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;PRBSfT, BSfTEG 

FOR TBVIE =0,NMAX-1 DO BEGBSf 

PRBsfT,TBVIE 

; CONSTRUCT 

CALDYE FOR EACH TBVIE STEP 

FOR X=0,31 DO BEGBSf 

FOR Y=0,31 DO BEGBSf 

FOR Z=0,31 DO BEGB^ 

LEN=((X-16)^2+( Y-16)^2+(Z-16)'^2)'^0,5 

IF (LEN LT 11) THEN BEGBSf ; EXPORT VALUE 

FROM CAD YE FOR RADIUS LESS THAN 11 FROM SPARK CENTER 

CALDYE(X,Y,Z)=CALCRJM(TBVIE,ABS(FIX(LEN-35))) 

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN 

CALDYE(X,Y,Z)=5,0E-6 ; DEFAULT VALUE 

BSf THE BOX 

ENDELSE 

ENDFOR 

ENDFOR 

ENDFOR 

FC ALD YE=FFT(C ALD YE,-1) ;T AKE EFT 

FPSF=FFT(PSSF,-1) ;FFT OF PSF 

FOR 1=0,31 DO BEGBSf 
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FOR J=0,31 DO BEGBSf 

FOR K=0,31 DO BEGBSf 

FCALBLUR(I,J,K)=FCALDYE(I,J,K)*FPSF(I,J,K); 

CONVOLUTION STEP BY STEP 

ENDFOR 

ENDFOR 

ENDFOR 

CALBLUR=FFT(FCALBLUR,1) ;IFFT OF CALBLUR 

FOR I=0,NTMAX-1 DO BEGBSf 

CABLUR(TBVlE,I)=5,0E-6 ; INITL\LIZE CABLUR 

ENDFOR 

FOR X=0,31 DO BEGBSf 

CABLUR(TBvlE,X+19)=CALBLUR(X,16,16) ; FORM CABLUR 

FROM CALBLUR 

ENDFOR 

; PRBSfT,CABLUR(TBVIE,20),CABLUR(TBVIE,25),CABLUR(TIME,19) ;PRBSfT SOME 

CABLUR TO ADJUST TWEAKBSfG 

;DECONVOLUTION 

FRCALBLUR=FFT(CALBLUR,-1) ; TAKE EFT OF CALBLUR 

FOR 1=0,31 DO BEGBSf 

FOR J=0,31 DO BEGBSf 

FOR K=0,31 DO BEGBSf 
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FRCALDYE(I,J,K)=FRCALBLUR(I,J,K)/FPSF(I,J,K) 

;FRCALDYE=RECON, CALDYE IN FOURIER DOMABV 

ENDFOR 

ENDFOR 

ENDFOR 

C ALRD YE=FFT(FRC ALD YE, 1) ; RECONSTRUCT 

CALRDYE 

FOR I=0,NTMAX-1 DO BEGB Ĵ 

C ARD YE(TBVIE,I)=5 .OE-6 ; INIIL\LIZE CARD YE 

ENDFOR 

FOR X=0,31 DO BEGBSf 

CARDYE(TIME,X+19)=CALRDYE(X, 16,16); RECONSTRUCT 

CARDYE 

ENDFOR 

; PRBsfT, CARDYE(TBVIE,20),CARDYE(TEVIE,25),CARDYE(TBVIE,26) 

ENDFOR 

CAORG=DBLARR(NMAX) 

CABLR=DBLARR(NMAX) 

CAREC=DBLARR(NMAX) 

CARORG=DBLARR(NTMAX) 

CARBLR=DBLARR(NTMAX) 

CARREC=DBLARR(NTMAX) 

FOR I=0,NMAX-1 DO BEGBSf 
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CAORG(I)=CALCIUM(I,35)*lE6 ; TAKE ORIG. CAD YE SIGNAL 

FROM CENTER OF SPARK 

CABLR(I)=CABLUR(I,35)* 1E6 ; TAKE BLR. CAD YE SIGNAL 

FROM CENTER OF SPARK 

CAREC(I)=CARDYE(I,35)* 1E6 ; TAKE RECONS. CAD YE 

SIGNAL FROM CENTER OF SPARK 

ENDFOR 

FOR I=0,NTMAX-1 DO BEGB^ 

CARORG(I)=CALCRJM(7,I)* 1E6 

CARBLR(I)=CABLUR(7,I)* 1E6 

CARREC(D=CARDYE(7,I)* 1E6 

ENDFOR 

FOR I=0,NMAX-1 DO BEGBSf 

SEC=I*DT ; DEFBSfE THE TBVIE 

BsfDEX TO BE USED BSf THE PLOT 

ENDFOR 

FOR I=0,NTMAX-1 DO BEGE^ ; DEFB^ THE DISTANCE 

BSfDEX TO BE USED ESf THE PLOT 

DIST=I*DR 

ENDFOR 

FOR I=0,NMAX-1 DO BEGIN 

CABLUR(I,50)=0.0 

ENDFOR 
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;PLOTTER 

SET_SHADBSfG, LIGHT=[0,0,1] 

x=findgen(NMAX) 

y=findgen(NTM AX) 

loadct,39 

!p.font=-l 

; PLOT ORIG, CAD YE, BLURRED CAD YE AND RECONSTRUCTED CAD YE 

SIGNALS RESPECTIVELY 

DEVICE, RETABSf=2, DECOMPOSED=0 

PLANARCONFIG=2 

WBSfDOW,l 

CONTOUR,CALCRJM,x,y,NLEVELS=2000,/FILL,YTITLE= '!5R A D I U S 

MICRONS', XTITLE='!5T I M F - SEC',ZTITLE='!17Ca CONC mic 

M',CHARSIZE=1.60 

RETAESf=2 

WRITE_TIFF,'D:\CALCKJM 

RESE ARCH\TASK2\ADJST 1 .TIF',TVRD(0,0,TRUE= 1), 1 

WB^D0W,2 

CONTOUR,CABLUR,x,y,NLEVELS=500,/FILL,YTITLE= '!5R A D IU S -

MICRONS', XTITLE='!5T I M F - SEC',ZTITLE='! 17Ca CONC mic 

M',CHARSIZE=1,60 

RETABsf=2 
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WRnE_TIFF,D:\CALCIUM 

RESEARCH\TASK2\ADJST2,TIF',TVRD(0,0,TRUE=1),1 

WB^D0W,3 

CONTOUR,CARDYE,x,y,NLEVELS=2000,/FILL,YTnLE= '!5R A D I U S -

MICRONS', XTITLE='!5T IM E - SEC',ZTITLE='!17Ca CONC mic 

M',CHARSIZE=1,60 

RETABSf=2 

WRnE_TIFF,'D:\CALCnJM 

RESEARCH\TASK2\ADJST3,TIF',TVRD(0,0,TRUE=1),1 

CLOSE, 2 

OPENW, 2, 'D:\CALCIUM RESEARCH\TASK2\CABLURRED.DAT' 

PRBSfTF, 2, CABLUR 

FREE_LUN, 2 

CLOSE, 2 

CLOSE, 3 

OPENW, 3, 'D:\CALCIUM RESEARCH\TASK2\CARECON,DAT' 

PRBSfTF, 3, CARD YE 

FREE_LUN, 3 

CLOSE, 3 

: PLOT CAD YE SIGNALS FROM THE CENTER OF THE SPARK 

WBSfDOW, 4 

PLOT, FBSfDGEN(140)*(0,3/140,0), CAORG, TnLE='CADYE V/S TBVIE AT SPARK 

CENTER', XTIILE='TBVIE, ms', YTITLE='CADYE,MicroM' 
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OPLOT,FBSfDGEN(140)*(0,3/140,0),CABLR 

OPLOT,FBSfDGEN(140)*(0,3/140,0),CAREC 

RETABSf=2 

WRITE_TffF,'D:\CALCDJM 

RESEARCH\TASK2\ADJST4,TIF',TVRD(0,0,TRUE=1),1 

WBSfDOW, 5 

PLOT, FESfDGEN(70)*(30,0/70,0), CARORG,TITLE='CADYE V/S DISTANCE AT 

PEAK TBVIE', XTITLE='Distance, microns', YTITLE='CADYE,MicroM' 

OPLOT,FBSfDGEN(70)*(30,0/70,0),CARBLR 

OPLOT,FBNJDGEN(70)*(30,0/70,0),CARREC 

RETAB^=2 

WRnE_TffF,'D:\CALCIUM 

RESEARCH\TASK2\ADJST5.TIF',TVRD(0,0,TRUE=1),1 

END 
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